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BEFORE THE ILLINOIS POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD 

ILLINOIS POWER HOLDINGS, LLC and ) 
AMERENENERGY MEDINA VALLEY ) 
COGEN,LLC; ) 

) 
Petitioners, ) 

) 
AMEREN ENERGY ) 
RESOURCES, LLC ) 

) PCB No. 14-10 
Co-Petitioner, ) (Variance- Air) 

) 
v. ) 

) 
ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL ) 
PROTECTION AGENCY, ) 

) 
Respondent. ) 

PETITIONERS' RESPONSES TO THE 
ILLINOIS POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD'S QUESTIONS FOR PETITIONERS 

Petitioners Illinois Power Holdings, LLC ("IPH") and AmerenEnergy Medina Valley 

Cogen, LLC ("Medina Valley") and Co-Petitioner Ameren Energy Resources, LLC ("AER") 

seek a variance from the multi-pollutant standard ("MPS") otherwise applicable to seven coal-

fired power plants located in seven downstate counties (tbe "MPS Group") and found at Sections 

225 .233( e )(3 )(C)( iii) and 225.233( e )(3)(C)(iv) of tbe Illinois Pollution Control Board's 

("Board") rules. The instant variance petition mirrors the variance that the Board granted 

relevant to tbis MPS Group in PCB 12-126 on September 20, 2012. That variance decision 

provided prospective relief- specifically changing the triggering date for the emission rate set 

forth in Section 225.233(e)(3)(C)(iii) to December 31, 2019 (from January 1, 2015) and 

changing the triggering date for tbe emission rate set forth in Section 225.233(e)(3)(C)(iv) to 
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January 1, 2020 (from January 1, 2017). The requested relief is necessary because of a planned 

change in ownership of the MPS Group prior to those triggering dates. 

Petitioners respectfully offer the following pre-hearing responses to questions posed by 

the Board on August 14, 2013, through Order of Hearing Officer Carol Webb. The Order directs 

a response on or before September 5, 2013. Below, the Petitioners set forth the Board questions 

requiring responses from Petitioners in bold italics and provide an answer immediately following 

each question. The answers are followed by affidavits attesting to these responses by: Robert C. 

Flexon, Chief Executive Officer and President of Dynegy Inc. and IPH; Daniel P. Thompson, 

Vice President and General Manager for Dynegy Midwest Generation, LLC and Vice President 

of IPH; Aric D. Diericx, Senior Director- Environmental Compliance for Dynegy Operating 

Company; and Steve Whitworth, Director of Environmental Services, Ameren Services 

Company. See Attachments A- D. 

QUESTIONS FOR PETITIONERS 

Proposed Variance Conditions 
1. To demonstrate a "net benefit" of 7, 778 tons S02 from 2013 through 2020, petitioners 

present a table accounting for "Variance S02 Tons," "S02 Reduced Tons," and 
"Cumulative Reductions in S02 Variance Tons." Pet. at 3, Exh. 10, Table 2. Although 
the proposed variance includes limits on 'the S02 annual emission rates consistent with 
Table 2, petitioners did not propose a cap on annual S02 mass emissions in tons that 
would also be consistent with Table 2 to ensure that the proposed "net benefit" is 
realized. The Board included conditions capping the annual system-wide S02 mass 
emissions, and requiring the petitioner to report annuallv to the Agencv its svstem-wide 
mass S02 emissions, in granting the variance in PCB 13-24. Midwest Generation v. 
!EPA, PCB 13-24, slip op. at 82 (Apr. 4, 2013). 

(a) Please comment on revising the proposed conditions in the variance request as 
follows: 

If at any time, Illinois Power Holdings, LLC (IPH) acquires ownership or 
control of the jive operating power stations in the Ameren MPS Group, 1PH 
must assure compliance with Condition 2 of this Order and must comply with 
an overall S02 annual emission rate of 0.35 lblmmBtu through December 31, 
2019, and beginning January 1, 2020, must comply with an overall S02 annual 
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RESPONSE: 

emission rate of 0.23 lblmmBtu. In addition, through December 31, 2016, !PH 
must limit system-wide SO, emissions to no more than 51,289 tons; and from 
January 1, 2017 through December 31, 2019, IPH must limit system-wide SO, 
emissions to no more than 51,879 tons. For the purposes of this variance, 
"system-wide" and "the five operating power stations in the Ameren MPS 
Group" entail: Coffeen, Duck Creek, E.D. Edwards, Joppa, and Newton 
Energy Centers. IPH must also report to the Agency its system-wide mass SOz 
emissions each year o{the variance with its Annual Emissions Report. 

Petitioners appreciate the careful review conducted by the Board, as is evident in this and 

the following questions. · While nothing in the Act or the Board's rules requires Petitioners to 

demonstrate a "net benefit" to the environment when requesting a variance, IPH remains open to 

considering possible alternative approaches to address the Board's interest in ensuring a "net 

benefit" and, in that vein, has engaged in discussions with the Illinois Environmental Protection 

Agency ("IEPA") related to reducing overall emissions in Illinois. Significantly, IEPA and IPH 

have executed a Memorandum of Agreement ("MOA") which will have the benefit of reducing 

the environmental footprint of Dynegy subsidiary plants in Illinois, including the operating MPS 

Group plants anticipated to be acquired in the underlying transaction. Specifically, as relevant to 

the MPS Group, IPH has agreed to retire E.D. Edwards Unit 1 as soon as allowed to do so by the 

Midcontinent Independent Transmission System Operator, Inc. ("MISO"). 

IPH would accept a Board condition, consistent with the MOA, which would make the 

retirement ofE.D. Edwards Unit 1 an enforceable condition of the variance. Other environmental 

benefits resulting from the MOA, ancillary to the requested variance but nonetheless, in part, 

subject to closing on the underlying transaction, are the pennanent retirement of the air operating 

permits at Stallings (Madison County) and Oglesby (LaSalle County) Combustion Turbine 

Facilities and the installation of Advanced Gas Path Technology at Kendall Power Station 

(Kendall County). Petitioners assert that the proposed compliance plan, enhanced by the agreed 
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approach in the MOA, is more appropriate than imposition of annual emiSSIOn caps for the 

following reasons. 

First, Petitioners seek continuity for the vanance granted in PCB 12-126, which the 

Board already recognized provides a net benefit. Annual mass emissions caps were not part of 

the variance granted in PCB 12-126. As it is prospectively triggered, Petitioners reasonably 

transacted with the understanding that the MP8 Group's 802 emission limits would remain annual 

system-wide emission rates and that relief had been granted by the Board in a manner that would 

allow a reasonable and necessary period of time for market conditions to recover prior to required 

completion of the FGD Project at the Newton Energy Center. 

The projected net environmental benefit resulting from the variance request, should the 

request be granted, is constructed and demonstrated pursuant to the same methodology deemed 

appropriate by AER and the IEPA, and accepted by the Board in PCB 12-126. In developing 

Table 2, the Petitioners here used an annualized heat input over the time period deemed 

appropriate in the above-referenced methodology. The baseline heat input is thus believed to be 

reasonable for purposes of this Petition, as the baseline heat input and projected mass emissions in 

tons 802 were deemed reasonable for purposes of the variance petition in PCB 12-126. The 

Petitioners recognize that in a down energy market the actual heat inputs may be lower than those 

utilized to develop Table 2, thus resulting in fewer actual tons of 802 generated than allowed 

under the MP8 and greater environmental benefit than set forth in Table 2. While Petitioners 

fully expect that emissions will be consistent with the numbers provided in Table 2, Petitioners at 

this time do not support annual emission caps relative to the MP8 Group, for the reasons 

expressed above. 
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However, as to reporting of the annual emissions for the five operating power plants, IPH 

would accept a proposed Board condition similar to that suggested in the final sentences of the 

Board's question, requiring that it report the mass S02 emissions of the five plants it will acquire 

in the underlying transaction, such as: 

IPH must report to the Agency the mass SO, emissions each year of the variance 
with its Annual Emissions Report. For purpose of this condition the mass SO, 
emissions would be the combined tons of SO, emitted by the five operating power 
stations in the Ameren MPS Group: Coffeen, Duck Creek, E.D. Edwards, Joppa, 
and Newton Energy Centers. 

Second, as set forth in the Petition at pages 5 -10, a cap on annual S02 mass emissions in 

tons is contrary to the spirit and intent of the underlying MPS. After much negotiation, Ameren 

and IEPA agreed that for the Ameren MPS Group, a system-wide rate-based regulatory structure, 

based upon rate of emissions, presented the best approach. The MPS regulatory approach 

establishes limits that are numeric S02 emission rates ·in pounds per million Btu (lbs/mmBtu) or 

emission rates based on a percent reduction Imposing additional annual emission caps would 

rewrite the MPS to eliminate operating flexibility intrinsic in the rate-based MPS regulatory 

structure, particularly where the "net benefit" of reductions in the requested variance is reflected 

over the entire variance term. 

The Petitioners recognize that limitations on mass emissions were part of Midwest 

Generation's compliance plan in PCB 13-24. However, we understand that Midwest Generation 

proposed annual mass S02 emissions caps for its own reasons to demonstrate that the company 

would achieve a net environmental benefit within the original timefrarne of the Combined 

Pollutant Standard ("CPS"). By doing so, Midwest Generation planned all of its requests for 

relief in conjunction with the various compliance plan components and within its predicted 

operational circumstances. Nonetheless, the mass emissions limitations incorporated in the 
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variance order in PCB 13-24 are duplicative in purpose and are not consistent with the CPS and 

MPS. AER took a different approach in PCB 12-126 by accepting a vohmtary lower interim 

emission rate (consistent with the system rate structure of the MPS) and a construction schedule 

for the Newton FGD Project in exchange for more time to comply with the MPS. 

Thus, in lieu of the emissions cap approach taken by Midwest Generation, Petitioners 

here assert that the proposed compliance plan provides sufficient assurance of achieving better

than-otherwise-required emissions reductions, and already incorporates features not anticipated or 

required under the MPS. 

Further, in its recommendation, filed on September 5, 2013, the IEPA states that it 

"agrees with Petitioners that there will be a continued net environmental benefit if the Board were 

to grant the requested relief subject to the terms and conditions contained in the Petition." 

Recommendation, at p. 29. Nonetheless, IEPA recommends three additional conditions in order 

to "ensure and enhance this environmental benefit." Jd. The Petitioners have briefly reviewed 

those recommendations and believe that they are consistent with the approach taken in the 

requested variance. 

The condition related to the closure of E.D. Edwards Unit 1 has been agreed to in the 

MOA and, as stated above, IPH would accept its inclusion as a variance condition, consistent with 

the MOA. The other proposed conditions each relate to the operations of specific stations in the 

MPS Group (use of low sulfur coal and operational efficiencies). IPH would not object to the 

inclusion of appropriate language concerning these proposed conditions in a Board Order. Given 

the above, the Petitioners continue to believe that the imposition of armual emissions caps is 

neither warranted nor appropriate. 
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(b) Please comment on including a condition of the variance that would cap S02 

mass emissions on an annual basis from the E.D. Edwards station at 2012 
levels of 11,803 tons until Unit 1 is permanently retired. Pet. Exh. 6. 

RESPONSE: 

For the reasons discussed above, Petitioners do not at this time support an annual S02 

mass emissions cap for the E.D. Edwards station. Although E.D. Edwards is located in an area 

that the U.S. EPA has recently designated as nonattainment with the 1-hour S02 National 

Ambient Air Quality Standard ("NAAQS"), the Board's suggested annual S02 emissions cap 

would not provide assurance of compliance with the short-term !-hour S02 NAAQS or even 

assure progress toward attainment of the standard. Moreover, should the nonattainment area 

designation become applicable, the IEPA will need to perform an air emissions modeling 

analysis to determine culpable sources and would then need to determine an appropriate 

emission limit or control measures as part of its state implementation plan ("SIP") attainment 

plan1 Thus, an annual S02 emissions cap on the E.D. Edwards station at this time is premature 

and not warranted. 

In addition, Petitioners respectfully respond that the Board's suggested use of the E.D. 

Edwards station's 2012 actual S02 emissions as an annual cap for the term of the variance is not 

representative of the station's normal operations, since in 2012 the station's operations were 

lower than usual due to reduced demand and other operational issues. Specifically, the E.D. 

Edwards station's 2012 heat input was approximately 18% lower than the station's 2007-2011 

annual average heat input. 

(c) Please comment on including a condition after Unit 1 is permanently retired 
that would cap annual S02 mass emissions from the E.D. Edwards station at a 
lower level to reflect the operation of only Units 2 and 3. 

1 Notably, the E.D. Edwards station is only one of several major sources that, as identified U.S. EPA, may contribute 
to the !-hour S02 NAAQS exceedance monitored in the Pekin, Illinois area. 
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RESPONSE: 

An annual S02 emissions cap is not believed to be appropriate for the reasons discussed 

above. 

New PM2.5 National Ambient Air Qua/i(]' Standard (NAAQS! 

2. Please provide a copy of the memorandum referenced in footnote 33 on page 66 of the 
petition: "USEPA Memorandum, From: Gina McCarthy, Assistant Administrator, To: 
Regional Administrators, Regions 1-10, Subject: Initial Area Designations for the 2012 
Revised Primary Annual Fine Particulate National Ambient Air Quality Standard 
(Apri/16, 2013)." 

RESPONSE: 

A copy of the requested memorandum is attached hereto. See Attachment E. 

QUESTIONS FOR THE PETITIONERS AND THE AGENCY2 

Effect on PCB 12-126 Variance 

6. Please address the ongoing legal effect, if any, of the variance granted in Ameren 
Energr Resources, PCB 12-126 (Sept. 20, 2012), if tlte requested variance in tlte 
instant case is granted and tlte transaction by which IPH would acquire AER's active 
coal :fired power plants goes forward. 

RESPONSE: 

The variance relief granted in PCB 12-126 will be superseded by the Board's granting of 

the relief requested here following the closing of the transaction and the transfer of ownership of 

the Ameren MPS Group to the Petitioners IPH and Medina Valley. If that scenario does not 

occur, Petitioners understand that the Order in PCB 12-126 will remain effective as to AER 

without change. 

2 As Questions 3 - 5 were directed solely to the !EPA, the Petitioners do not here provide a response to those 
questions. 
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CONCLUSION 

If the Board members or staff require further information and/or have follow-up 

questions related to these responses, the Petitioners would be happy to provide such and 

respectfully suggest that to the extent such questions can be provided in advance of the hearing, 

the better equipped the Petitioners will be to provide an informed and thorough response. 

Respectfully submitted, 

ILLINOIS POWER HOLDINGS, LLC 

One of Its Attorneys 

BROWN, HAY & STEPHENS, LLP 
Claire A. Manning 
William D. Ingersoll 
205 S. Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 2459 
Springfield, IL 62705-2459 
(217) 544-8491 
Fax: (217) 241-3111 
cmanning@bhslaw.com 
wingersoll@bhslaw. com 
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AMEREN ENERGY RESOURCES, LLC 
and AMERENENERGY MEDINA 
VALLEY COG EN, LLC / i 

I { 

"'.~ By: __ 4-~~~~~~~~~~ 

SCHIFF HARDIN, LLP 
Renee Cipriano 
Amy Antoniolli 
233 South Wacker Drive, Suite 6600 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 
(312) 258-5550 
Fax: (312) 258-5600 
rcipriano@schiffbardin. com 
aantoniolli@schiffhardin.com 
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ATTACHMENT A 

AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT C. FLEXON 

My name is Robert C. Flexon. I am the President and Chief Executive Officer ofDynegy 

Inc. ("Dyncgy"). I am also the President and Chief Executive Officer of Illinois Power 

1 Loldings, LLC ("IPH"), an indirect, wholly owned subsidiary of Dynegy. My business address 

is 601 Travis Street, Suite 1400, Houston , Texas 77002. I make this affidavit based on personal 

knowledge or on knowledge I have obtained through inquiry of individuals employed by Dynegy 

or its affiliates. 

I have reviewed the Board's questions that have been presented in the Hearing Officer 

Order dated August 14, 2013. I have also reviewed the Petitioners' responses to those questions, 

have assisted in their development, and concur in these responses. To the best o f my knowledge 

and belief, the facts contained therein are true and conect. 

fURTHER, Affiant sayeth not. 

DATED: q;b;,~ 
~ I 

Subscribed and sworn to 
before me this s~ day 
of September 2~3. . 

~BL~ , (J~ 

{4J (.di£) 
Robert C. Flexo 
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ATTACHMENTB 

AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL P. THOMPSON 

My name is Daniel P. Thompson. I am Vice President and General Manager for Dynegy 

Midwest Generation, LLC ("DMG"), an indirect, wholly owned subsidiary of Dynegy Inc. 

("Dynegy"). I also serve as Vice President of Illinois Power Holdings, LLC ("IPH"), which is 

also an indirect, wholly owned subsid iary of Dynegy. My business address is 604 Pierce Blvd., 

O'Fallon, Tilinois, 62269. I make this affidavit based on personal knowledge or on knowledge I 

have obtained through inquiry of individuals employed by Dynegy or its affiliates. 

As Vice President of DMG, I am responsible for the safe and efficient operation of 

Dynegy's coal-fired electric generating fleet in Illinois. My responsibilities include oversight of 

environmental compliance at Dynegy's Illinois coal fleet. Subject to the IPH-Ameren 

transaction closing, this responsibility will include the five plants in the Ameren MPS Group that 

are the subject of the requested variance. I have reviewed the Board's questions that have been 

presented in the Hearing Officer Order dated August 14, 2013. l have also reviewed the 

Petitioners ' responses to those questions, have assisted in their development, and concur in these 

responses. To the best of my knowledge and belief, the facts contained therein are true and 

correct. 

FURTHER, Affiant sayeth not. 

DATED '1_{/ f 3, 

Subscribed and swom to 
before me this ~-t~ day 
of September 2013. 

GLENN AARON COWLES 
NOTARY PUBLIC, STATE OF Ml 

COUNTY OF VAA BUREN 
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES Aug 16,2017 

ACTING IN COUNTY OF v~ I) 8 V(./ t-, ( 
0 
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ATTACHMENT C 

AFFIDAVIT OF ARIC D. DIERICX 

My name is A.Iic D. Dieticx. I am the Senior Director - Environmental Compliance for 

Dynegy Operating Company. Dynegy Operating Company, an affiliate of Dynegy Inc. 

("Dynegy"), provides business services to Dynegy's operating subsidiaries, including Illinois 

Power Holdings, LLC ("lPH") and Dynegy Midwest Generation, LLC (''DMG"). My business 

address is 604 Pierce Blvd., O'Fallon, lllinois, 62269. I make this affidavit based on personal 

knowledge or on knowledge 1 have obtained through inquiry of individuals employed by Dynegy 

or its affiliates. 

I have been employed with Dynegy in my ctm ent position or simi lar environmental 

compliance positions for the past 13 years. As Senior Director- Environmental Compliance, my 

responsibilities include oversight of permitting, regulatory and policy development, and 

compliance for air, water, waste and other environmental matters at DMG's coal-fired power 

plants in Illinois, as well as Dynegy's power plants in other states. Subject to the IPH-Ameren 

transaction closing, this responsibility will include the five plants in the Ameren MPS Group that 

are the subject of the requested vatiance. 1 have reviewed the Board's questions that have been 

presented in the Heating Officer Order dated August 14, 2013. I have reviewed the Petitioners' 

response to those questions, have assisted in their development, and concur in these responses. 

To the best of my knowledge and belief, the facts contained therein are true and conect. 

FURTHER, Affiant sayeth not. 

DATED: _q-1-/3=----/ -2..o......=O--L...:I3"""--
I 

"OFFICIAL SEAL" 
DANE SCHICKEDANZ 

Notary Public • State of Illinois 
My Commission ~-res June 14, 2016 
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ATTACHMENTD 

AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN C. WHITWORTH 

I. My name is Steven C. Whitworth, and I am employed by Ameren Services 

Company as Director, Enviromnental Services. Ameren Services Company provides business 

services to Ameren Corporation's operating companies including Ameren Energy Resources 

("AER") and its subsidiary companies, Ameren Energy Generating Company ("GENCO") and 

AmerenEnergy Resources Company. I have been employed with Ameren Services Company 

since 1998 following the merger of Central Illinois Public Services Company and Union Electric 

. Company. During the course of my career I have worked in the environmental air quality and 

pennitting arena since 1989. I have been in my current position since 2007. In addition to 

supervising staff personnel, I am responsible for implementing policies and procedures relating 

to environmental compliance. In this capacity, I am responsible for representing the Ameren 

Companies before regulatory and administrative bodies with respect to state and federal 

pennitting conditions and regulatory requirements. 

2. I have read the Petitioners' Response to the lllinois Pollution Control Board's 

Questions for Petitioners, to which this affidavit is attached. 
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3. 1 attest that the statements of facts contained in the Petitioners ' response to the 

lllinois Pollution Control Board's first question are true and correct to the best of my knowledge 

and belief. 

Further affiant sayeth not. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me 

this 5th day of September, 2013. 

CH2\13489809.1 
LYNN M SMITH 

Notary Publ1c - Notary Seal 
STATE OF MISSOURI 

Commission for St. Louis City 
My Co;nmrr.slon Expires Sept. 28, 2014 

Co•nmlssion #10402618 
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ATTACHMENT E 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAl. PROTECTION AGIENCY 
WASHINGTON, [),C 20460 

APR 1 B 2013 

MEMORANJ)IJM 

OFFICE Of' 
A'l!Zl /r,NtJ RADIATION 

SUBJECH': Initial Area Designations for the 2012 Revised Primary Annual Fine Particle 
National Ambient Air Quality Standard 

FROM: Gina McCarthy 
Assistmn Admin 

J """'~ ...... ~ 

TO: Regional Administrators, Regionsl-1 0 

This memorandum provides information on the schedule and pro·cess for initially designating 
areas for the purpose of implementing the 2012 revised primary m1nual fine particle (PM25) 

national ambient air qLrality standard (NAAQS). In addition, this memorandum identifies 
important factors that the EPA intends to evaluate in making Hnal nonattainment area boundary 
decisions for this standard. The. EPA recomm~nds that states and tribes also consider these factors 
in making their recommendations for area designations and nonattainment area boundaries. As in 
prior designations for the PM2.5 NAAQS, the EPA will also consider any other relevant 
information for this purpose. Please share this inform~1tion with state and tribal agencies in your 
Region. 

On December 14, 2012, tbe EPA promulgated a revised primary anntwll'MM NAAQS (78 FR 
3086, January !5, 2013). In that action, the EPA revised the primary annual PIVh.s stand~rd, 
strengthening it from !5.0 microg1•ams per cubic meter (!.tglm3) (o 12.0 ~cg/m3 ; retained the 
existing 24··hour PM1.5 standard at 35J.cglm3

; retained the existing 24-hourPM10 (coatse particle) 
standard at ISO J.lglm\ and retained the current suite of secondary PM standards .. The EPA 
revised the primary annual PM25 standard based on an integrated assessment of an extm1sive body 
of new scienti!lc evidence, which substantially strengthens our body of knowledge regarding 
PM2.5-related health el'tects. The revised primary annuaJ PM2,, standard will provide increased 
protection Jbr children, older adults, persons with pre-existing heart and lung disease, and other 
at-·rlsk populations against an array ofT'Mu~related adverse health eftects, including premature 

· ---- -- ....... -TfibYWTi ry; 1ncrcU:~ciJ1iospifa!aoii11 ssio11siiiid -ein efgcncy aepiii·iinellt v!:Siis~and-devcl;) pi11enland 
exacerbation of clrronic respiratory disease. 

Clean Air Act Requirement> 

Section 107(d) of the Clean Air Act (CAA) governs the process for initial area designations after 
ti1e EPA establishes a new or revised NAAQS. Under section 107(d), states arc requir<)d to submit 
area designation recommendations to the EPA, by a date spccitied by the EPA, which cannot be 

lh1rilr'n<•t Addra-sn (U!iL} ~ http:/Mww,t;Jpa.gov 
Roc;ycla-d/R~.vcl!lbh< •Pliotm1wltn VHg01flhlt~ OJ) t11l.O~ld lnktJ on Hr'lcyclerl Pt\pl!lt (Minlmum 30":t Pw;Wonm!fntlr) 
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sooner than 120 days after promulgation of the new or revised NAAQS and cannot be later than 
I year after the ptomulgatiot1 of the NAAQS. If, after careful consideration of these 
recommendations, the EPA believes that it is necessary to modify a state's recommendation and 
to promulgate a. designation different from a state's rccOinmendation, then the EPA must notify 
the state at least 120 days prior to promulgating the fmal designation and the EPA must provide 
the state an opportunity to comment on the potential modification. These modifications may relate 
either to the designation of an area or to the boundaries of an area. The CAA requires the EPA to 
complete the initial. designation process within 2 years of promulgation of a tNW or revised 
NAAQS, unless the Administrator has insufficient b1formation to make initial designation 
decisions in the 2-year time :l'rame. ln such circumstances, the EPA may take up to 1 additional 
year to make initial area designation decisions (i.e., no later than3 years after promulgation of the 
standard). While section 1 07(d) of the CAA spccif1cal!y addresses the designations process 
between the EPA and states, the EPA intends to follow the same process to the extent practieab!e 
for tribes that choose to make initial designtttlon recommendations pursuant to section 30l(d) of 
the CAA regarding tribal authority, and the Tribal Authority Rule (TAR) (63 FR 7254; 
February 12, 1998). To provide clarity and consistel)cy, ln Dec<>mber 20 II the EPA issued a 
guidance memorandum conceming collaboration between the EPA and tribes during the 
designations process. 1 In accordance with the TAR Wld the December 2011 tribal designations 
guidance memmandum, and in consultation with the tribe,l, the EPA intends to designate tribal 
areas on the same schedule as state designatiotis. If a state or tribe does not submit designation 
recommendations, then the EPA will promulgate the initial designations that it deems appropriate. 

Schedule foa· PM2.; initial Area Designations 

Consistent with the schedule in section! 07(d)(l) ofthe CAA, as stated in the PM2,5 NAAQS final 
rule, state Governors are required to submit, and tdhes c.an choose to. submit, their initial 
desig!lfttion recommendations to the EPA for the 2:0 12 a!1llual PM2.s NAAQS to the EPA no later 
than 1 year following pronwlgation of the revised NAAQS, or by December 13,2013. Because of 
the form of the 2012 annual PM2.s NAAQS, the EPA believesthat these recommendations should 
be based on air quality data from the three most recent years of monitoring data available at that 
time, i.e., 2010 to 2012 .. 13ased upon these monitoring data, States should identify areas as 
attainment, nonattainment, or unclassif1able on the basis of available information 2 If the EPA 
bdieves it is necessary to make any modifications to a state's or tribe's initial recommendations, 
including area boundaries, then the El' A is .required to notify the state or tribe of this fact by letter 
no later than 120 days prior to finalizing the designation. The EPA intends to issue this ".120-day 

1 Guidanco to Regions fm Working with Tl'ibcs during the National Ambient Air Quality Srrlndard.< (NAAQS) 
Dcsi_gnations. Process. Memorandum from Stephen D. Page, DJrect-or,.EPA 01\QPS to Regional Administrators, 
Regions l-X. Decembct' 20,2011. Available al 
hitp:!lwwrv. epa.govlttn/oarpglt I lmemoran{/ai2D! 201./7 naaqsguidance.p({f 

-··--- ·- -·· · · ··- ·· _J·Forilwiniti~I-PM-arotn!csig1Tations irr·i':IJ05fl99'Ton nnal PMgstmrdunJjnl\d-2()09 (2t)067:4~1mc1il'M15s1iil\dlii'd); 
the EPA used a designation category of'uuric_la.::sl-f1ab!~/atta"tnment 11 fo!' f.lreas- that are monHodng attainme11t and for 
areas that do not ha-ve lllQtl\tors but for whkh the_EPAlw.s re~_1son to be-lieve-are likely attainment and r~re not 
cont!'lbuting to nearby viOlntions. The EPA reseiv_ed the category "unclasSH1abJe 11 fhr areas where the l3PA r.:annot 
determine·ba.%ld On available information wheiherthe area is meetin_g.or not-meeting the NAAQS or where the EPA 
hns not detern1incd that the area contr'.lbutes to ·\t nearby vJoJntion, While -states can sllbmit recommendations 
iden·!ifying arens- as "~1ttttinment," the E-PA cXptit{s to continue to usc the "unc\a::;sifiabtc/attainment" cutegory for 
designations for the 2012 llnnuai-PM.u NAAQS. 
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letter" no later than August 14, 2014. If a state or tribe has additional information relevant to the 
area that it wants the EPA to consider with respect to a designation recommendation that the EPA 
plans to modify, then the EPA 1·equests that such information he submitted no later than 60 days 
from the date of the EPA's 120-<.\ay letter. This schedule will ensure that the El' A can fully 
consider any such additional information prior to issuing final designations. Also, although 
section 1 O?(d) explicitly exempts the designation process fl'om the normal public notice and 
comment rulemaking process, the EPA does intend to consider public input in the designation 
process. Accordingly, we plan to provide~\ 30··day public comment period immediately foJ!owing 
issuance of the EPA's letters responding to the desigtiation recommendations fi·om states and 
tribes. 3 Attachment l summarizes this anticipated schedule. 

Defining Nonatiaimnent Areas 

Section 1 07(d)(1) of the CAA directs the EPA to designate an area "nonattainment" if it is 
violating the NAAQS or if it is contributing to a violation ofthc NAAQS in a nearby area. To 
start tht' initial area designations pmcess, states and the EPA mustidentif'y the Hreas that are 
violating the NAAQS. Thus, the fil'st step in designating nonattaimnent areas is to identify ~1ir 
quality monitoring sites with data that show a violation 0fihe 20 !2 annual P!Yhs NAAQS. For 
this purpose, the EPA intends to evalu.ate areas using the most recent complete three consecutive 
calendar years of quality-assured, certified air quality data in the EPA's Air Quality System 
(AQS). 4 ln general, violations are identified usiug data from Fec)eral Reference Method (FRM), 
Fedeml Equivalent Method (FEM), and/or Approved Regim11tl Method (ARM) monito1·s that arc 
sited and operated in accordance with 40 CFll. Part 58. Proced\Jtes for using the air quality datu to 
determine whether a violation has occurred are given in40 CFR Part 50 Appendix N, as revised 
by a final action published in ibe Federal Register on January IS, 2013 (78 FR 3086). We expect 
that in providing designation recommendations to the EPA by December 13,2013, states imd 
tribes will also review air quality data ti·om 2010 to 2012. However, prior to the EPA making 
final designation decisions, qualitycassured, cettifled air quality monitoring data fl·om 2013 may 
be available. If so, the EPA's final designation decisions will be based on data from 20 II to 2013. 
States may also update their designati(in recommendations when these new data become 
available. The EPA notes tlll'~t the process for evaluating areas that are not themse!v~s violating 
the NAAQS, but arc nearby areas contributing to the violations ofthe NAAQS i.n a violating area, 
is discussed in more detail below in connection with the process for determining appropriate 
nonattainm.ent area boundaries. 

Ambient Air Monitoring Requirements in Ncar-Road Environments 

'
1 Section 107(d)(2) explic:ltly proVides that dc.signat.ions lfre e"Xempl [rorn the notice and comment provisions of the 
Administrative Procedure Act (APA). Ukewlse, designations -unde!' sect·ion 1 07(d) arc no1 CJmong the Jist of actions 

-___ - -----UHtt.-ar:e-.o; ubject-t.o-th e. no t:ice--an d .. C\-)J-nnwn t:.procedut:cs-o.t' .s_ecti QJ:}--3.0}-{d). ..... ~l:h-Us,--nei th er::.:th~-<..~A A-n or -the- A:PA-req u-ire-------- ---
notice and comment rulemaking Jhr promulgation of the clesignatioll.S fol' this or n!ly othctNAAQS; However, the 
EPA intends to solicit direct publi-c comment on its responses to the initial area designation recommend[ltions oft]H~ 
states and tribes beca·use we be.Hevl) this process·-wm be ns¢ful to gfliher additional information a.nd to assure t.lwt the 
Agency is mol'e dir~-ctly aware- of iSsues ruised bY initial are11 desi_gnations. Despite the EPA's intention to provide a 
public comment: period, however, the process for initial area designations und_er the 2012 primary annual PMH 
NAAQS is not an action subject to notice and comment undel' either CAA 307(d) orthc APA. 
'
1 This infoJ'Ii1al'lon is avai !able on the EPA':.,- website at. www. epa.gov/trnlairslair.wqs/. 
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In the llnal rule for the revised primary armual PM2s standard, the EPA also finalized changes to 
the ambient air monitoring, repotting, and noctwork design requirements applicable to the PM 
NAAQS, including the addition of anear•road component to thcPMz.s monitoring network. 
Because the EPA is requiring placement of the first phase ofn¢ar-toad monitors by January 1, 
2015 5, we do not anticipate having sufficient data available ftom any of the newly·required 
monitors in time for considerat.ion in the initial designations fortho 2012 annual PM2.s NAAQS in 
2014. The EPA bcli.eves that given the form of the NAAQS, it is necessary to have time complete 
calendar years of quality·assured, certitled alrquali~)' mo11itoring data from a PM2.s monitor for 
that monitor to be used for compliance purposes and in particular for designations purposes.6 The 
EPA does not expect to have a complete set of PMz.; air quality data from these new monitors 
until 2018. 

E~ccpl:ional Events and .Designations 

Exceptional events have the potential to influenceregulatory decisions, including iltitial area 
designations tor the 2012 annu~l PMuNAAQS.Air quality moni!oring data affected by 
exceptional events may be excluded from use in identifying n violation at a monitor if the data 
meet the criteria for exclusion, as specified in the Final Rule on the Treatment of Data Influenced 
by Exceptional Events (72 FR 13560; March 22,2007). In the 2012 PM NAAQS tlnal rule, the 
EPA established schedules for air agencies.to flag data influenced by exc.eptional events and 
submit related documentation specifically lor PM data collected lrom 2010 through 2013 that will 
be used in the initial designations process for the 2012 <lnmwl PM,.s NAAQS. Although some of 
these deadlines are accelerated, they Were promulgated to align closely with the timing of the 
initial designations recommendatiOI1S from states and tribes in Dccembet 2013 and/or the EPA's 
potential issuance of 120-day letters pertaining to designations in August 2014. These schedules 
reflect the EPA's interest in ensuringthat we can fully consider exceptional events claims, as 
appropriate, in the tina! designations decisions. The EPA regional offices are encouraged to work 
with stat<Os and tri.bes with exceptiollal event claims to prioritize and expedite the demonstration 
development and review process for those elllims having the potential to influence regulatory 
decisions such as the initial design:lli<ms pl·ocess. Similruty, the EPA encotU·ages states and tribes 
to contact and collaborate with the appropriate EPA regional office after identifying any 
exceptional event in.f1uencing ambient air quality CO)lcentrations in a way that could potentially 
affect compJiance with the 2012 anmtal PM2.s NAAQS. The promulgated exceptional event 
schedules are identiHed in Attachment 2. The EPA has also developed interim exceptional events 
implementation guidance documents that air agencies oan use wh<m reviev.·ing potential 
exceptional events and developing appropriate exceptional event demonstrations. Additional 
intom1atlon and llxamples of <~xceptional event submissions and best practice components call be 
found at the EPA's exceptional events website locntcd at 

5 In the P,.<mmlgated PM NAAQS (73 FR 3086), tho EPA finalized a phased schedule for deployment of the PM,., 
monitor~ at m~ar-road staUons and requif.cd C()U6cating a niinhnum of one PM2_5 monitnf il1 each Core Bused 
Statlsticnl Area (CBSA) with a population 2: 2.5 mHH6n with a new" .. J'()ad N02 monitoring ·station by Janu~ry J., 20! 5. 
PMt.s monitors ot near-road stations must be collocated and ·operational at the t·emaining CBSAs (i.e., those CBS As 
with populations 21 million, but less than 2.5 million) by January I, 2017. 
6 Data completeness ct'itel'la, including d~tto substitutiOn mcthodo]()gies, ·are specified in Appendix N Qf40 CFR part 
50. 
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http :llwww. epa. go vlttn/analysisl exevents. htm. 

Nonattninment Area Analyses and Boundary Determination 

The EPA believes that the boundades for each nonattainmcnt area should be evaluated and 
determined on a case-by-case basis considering thc.spedfic facts and circumstances unique to the 
area. Section I 07(d) explicitly requires that the EPA designate as nonattainment not only the area 
that is violating the standard at issue, but also those nearby areas that contribute to the violation in 
the violating area. After identifying each monitor or groUp of monitors that indicate a violation of 
the standard in an area, the EPA intends tO begin its analysis of what areas contribute to that 
violating area by considering those counties in the entire metropolitan area (e.g., Core Based 
Statistical Area {CBSA) or Combined Statistical Area (CSA)) in which the violating monitor(s) is 
(arc) located. The EPA also intends to evaluaJe any adjacelltcounties to the CBSA orCSA that 
have the potential to contribute. The EPA believes that it is appropriate to start the analysis with 
the relevant CBSA or CSA for the area because measured ambient. PM2.s concentrations across 
urban-scale distances tend to be highly correlated and cc>mposed of direct emissions and mtlltiple 
secondarily-formed pollutants attributable to a variety ofsources commonly found throughout 
urbanized areas. 7 In other words, violations ofthe aruma! PM4,5 NAAQS are usually the result of 
emissions from a broad variety of sources that are typically located across a metropolitan area, 
and tl1e CBSA or CSA ibr that area is thus a reasonabkstarting point ibr an analysis of what 
nearby areas may be contributing to the violation of the NAAQS at a given monitor or monitors in 
a violating area. Although the CBSA or CSA, as appropriate, is the starting point for the EPA's 
evaluation of contribution, the EPA does not intend it to be a presumed nonattainment area 
boundary. The nonattainment area boundary, or multiple nonattainment area boundaries, will 
encompass the arca(s) that violate(s) the standard and the nearby areas that contribute to the 
violations. In relatively urbanized areas this may include an entire metwpolitan area (e.g ... CBSA 
or CSA); in rural locations the nonattainment area boundary could include.several small towns, 
each with a few smJrccs that contribute to a violating monitor} As described in more detail in this 
section and in the attachments to this memorandum .. the EPA believes that the weight of evidence 
approach to determining area boundaries for initial nonattl)lnmont urea decisions could, under 
proper circumstances, result in nonattainment areas consisting of single counties or partial 
counties. 

As a framework for arca-speci!lc analyses, the EPA n;commends that states and tribes base their 
boundary recommendations on an evaluation of information relevant to five .factors: air quality 

7 U.S. EPA (2009), Inte-grated Science Asse-ssment f'or Particulate. Matter: Finai-RepOli'. National Center Cor 
Envimnmentaf Asscssmcnt~RTP Division, Office of Research and Development, Research Triangle Park, NC. 
EPA/600/R .. Q8/139F. Dccernbcr 200.9, Chapter 2, p. 2·8; Chapter 3, p.J-4, 3· 7, 3·70, 3· 108. Available ul 
hup:l/www. epa. govittn!naaqs!srandardl'ipml:tt __ pni"'"2007 ~isa.hrml, 

. . ..... ----- . . !~O-Ml3-3d o.pte,!..s.ta t~d a 1:ds JOJ~-defin ing--rnet.ropOlitan. -al-1-d-.mkr.o.J)t).Hta n- st:Jti.stica.J.. at~t%tS- m1-D-ecGml:Jer.Xt,-20-0-0-{6$. Fit 
B2229), T'lws~ standards establtshcd the terms GBSAs and CSAs. ln ?.0 I 0, OMB adopted revised standords for 
del inc-atl!1g ntetmpolitan anclmicrOpolit?ill stati~ticl\l-uroas (?-5 FR 37246; June 28, 201 0). OMB will nse lhc 20 f 0 
standar·ds Vv'h'en it updates lh!~ list ofCBSAs and C$As, anticipat~:d in hmc 2013. Thtl ,.m·rc-nt list of CBSAs and 
CSAs and tl1<dr gco_grC!phic -cOmponents is pnwidc-d in a Decomber 1, 2009 update available nt 
hr tp:!lwwl-v. cerisiJK gov/populaflon/metrolflte.s/lists/2009/Ust 1. 1.-ri and 
ht!p:llww)v.census.govlpopllldtiufllmetro/ji!esllists!2009/Ust6.rxt. Th~~ EPA intends- to usc tho December J., 2009 
update in ~his designations process. 
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data, emissions and emissions-related data, meteorology, geography/topography, and 
jurisdictional boundaries. Attachment3 describes these factors in general and provides guidance 
;·egarding analyses relevant to each of these factors that are consistent with those used in the 
designations process for the 1997 and 2006 PMz.s standArds and in designations for other 
NAAQS 9 Additionally, states.and tribes may identify.and evaltJate other relevant information or 
circttmstances specifkto a particular area to suppott nonattainment area boundary 
recommendations. For cases in which states and tribes choose not to conduct a sufflcient analysis 
justifying their boundary recomm~ndation, the EPA will propose those boundaries tl1at it 
determines to be appropriate based upon the five factor analys.cs and any other relevant 
intormation for a given area. 

While t!1e EPA generally believes it is appropriate to inclUde t!J.eemirety of a violating or 
contributing county in a PM2.; nonattainment area, we recognize that, in some cases, an 
assessment of relevant information may st~ppo!'l inclusion of only pm1 of a county. For example, 
as bas been the case in past PM2.s designations, there may be low elevation areas (e.g., valleys) 
with poor air quality irt violation of the NAAQS duQ to restricted atmospheric dispersion where 
higher elevations (e.g., mountainous. areas) in the same cow1ty can be shown not to have sources 
of emissions that contribute to the violation. Alternatively, partial county boundaries may be 
appropriate in situations where the sout•ces locate.d ina contributing county are located only in a 
small portion of a large c.ounty that is otherwise not contributing to the nearby violations.ln such 
circumstances, the EPA has also previously coitsidercd designating only portions of contributing 
counties that are not contiguous to the violating area an acceptable approach, itt appropriate 
circumstmwes. For defining partial county bO\mdarics, the EPA r~commends the use of well
defined legal jurisdictional boundaries, such as townships; tax maps; or immovable landmarks, 
Stich as major roadways; or other permanent and readily identifiable boundaries. 

In addition to nearby areas with somces connibuting to nonattaimnent, PM2 ; concentrations in an 
area with a violating monitor may be affected by long-range or regional transport ofPM2•5 and its 
precursors (~.g., nitro~~n oxides (NOx), Sttlfur dioxide ($02), volatile mganic compou:tds(VOC), 
and mnmoma (NH3)). 

1 Where thts ts. rhe case., the CAA does not rcqmre that all contnbuttng 
m·eas be designated nonattainment, only the contributing areas that are nearby. 

As provided in CAA section 188(a),the EPA will initiallyclassHy all nonattainmcnt areas as 
"Moderate" nonattainment areas when it promlllgates the initial area designations .lor the 2012 
annual PM2,; NAAQS. 11 In accordance with CAA section l88(c), the attainment date it1r each 
Moderate area shall be as expeditiously as practicable hut no later than the end of the sixth 

11 ln the designation guidance for the 1997 PM:u stnndards and the 2006 PM2,5 st:lndards, the BPA identified nine 
facto!'s to conslde1· in making designatioilrccommendations: emissions data 1 air quality data, population dent''ity and 

-.d~ree.-0Lur:bani.zntjoll,-.trat't-1c.-and--conJ-m-utl n .~; -.pa tt-a-J'J-lS-,-g..ro-wtlHutes---and-;ratter·n-s, -1neteorology;~------, ---- ---··· ·· ----·-----~--- --· · -" -- -· · --·---~ -
geography/topography, jurisdictiollnl boundar'ies, llnd level of control of emission source. In April and May of20 J 2, 
whon tbe .EPA promulgated designations l-Or the 2008 oz.one standards, the EPA grGuped-tbe emis!.'ions--relR!ed factors 
together in the emi,<>sions and cmisslons~rcJntcd data faGtO!', ·resulting in nve overall faCtors. 
w The main precursor gases assoc'iBted with fino particle -forrriatlon rue S01,, N01"' voJilti!e organlc. compounds, and 
nmrnonia. (See 72 FR 20586 at 205891 April 25_, 20(17). On less otherwise .noted, all reference..>; to PM25 precursor~ in 
this membnmdum and its aHi!chments refer to at lcasnhese fOur gases. 
11 Natural Resources Defense Council and s;erra Club v. EPA, No. 08- !250 (D.C. Cir. Jan. 4, 20'JJ). 
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calendar year after the designation. 

This memorandum provides the EPA's ,preliminary views on the process for initial area 
designations and for boundary determinations for the 2012 annual PM2.s designations process. 
Any guidance contained herein is nat binding on states, tribes, the public, or the EPA. The EPA 
will make the actual designations determinations and decisions concerning nonattainment ru·ea 
boundary issues in the final action that designates all areas for the 2012 annual PMz.s standard. 
When the EPA promulgates the initial area designations, thnse determinatinns will be binding on 
states, tribes, the public, and the EPA as a matter of Jaw. 

Four attachments provide additia.nal infonnation relevant to the initial area designations process. 
Attachment I .is an anticipated time line of important milesWrtes in the initial area designations 
process Jbr the 2012 annual PM2.s NAAQS. Attachment 2 identifies the promulgated exceptional 
event schedule fbr initial data J.laggingand submission of exceptional event demonstrations. 
Attachment 3 identiftes the fivegenerul factorsthmtheEPA inte.nds to consider in evaluating and 
making decisions on nonattainment area boundaries and provides guidance regarding analyses 
relevant to support each of these factors. Attachment 4 proviMs additional information on 
preparing and running a HYSPLlT (HYbrid Single.Particle Lagrangian Integrated Tn\iectory) 
modeling analysis that may be relevant to designations evaluntions. 

Staff in the EPA's Ofllcc of Air Quality Planning and Standards are available fbr assistance and 
consultation throughout the initial area designation process. Questi011s on this guidance may be 
directed to Beth Palma at 919··541-5432 or Martha Keating at 919-54 l -9407. 

Attachments: 4 
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cc: Stephen D. Page, OAQPS 
Scott Mathias, OAQPS 
Anna Wood, OAQPS 
Lydia Wegman, OAQi'S 
Richard Wayland, OAQPS 
Greg Green, OAQPS 
Peter Tsirigotis, OAQPS 
Air Division Directors, Regions 1-X 
Christopher Grundlcr, OTAQ 
Sarah Dunham, OAP 
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A'fTACH!V.iENT 1 

........ '""'"""'"- .... '"·~-
ANHCIPAT ED TIMRLIN•; FOR 2012 ANNUAL I'M1.s NAAQS I)ESIGNATION 

PROCESS 
-·-·--

Miles ton~ -
The EPA promu 

States and tribes 
designations to t 

!gates 2012 PM2 .. s NAAQS rule 
--
submit recommendations for PM2.s 

he EPA 

s states and tribes concerning any The EPA notifie 
intended modific 
(120-day letters) 

ations to their recornmendations 

___ ,.,..,., ---·-
es public notice of state 
sand the EPA's intended 

The EPA publish 
recommendation 
modifications, if 
comment period 

·any, and initiates 30-day public 

-
End of30-day p ublic comment period 

-
States and tribes 
any, to respond t 
recommended de 

submit additional infoHnation, if 
o the EPA's modification of a 
signati(Jn 

" ~·m•----

The .EPA promn lgat~s final PM,,5 ar<~.a designations 

··-
Dale 

December 14, 2012 

No later than December 13, 2013 

No later than August 14,2014 (120 
days prior to tina! PM2.s area 

designations) 
'"'"""'"" --

No later than August 29., 2014 

No later than September 29, 2014 
-

No later than October 29, 2014 

-- ____ ,.,.,.,,_ ...... ,....., ___ 
No later than December 12,2014 

·---"~"""'""-·-- - ....,,,.,..,_ ~~ .... ~ .. 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

Revised Schedule for Exccptinnal Event Flagging and Documentation Suhmissinn for Data 
to be Used in Initial Area Designations for the 2012 Annual PM2.s NAAQS 

-NAAQS l'oUutnnt/ Air Qnal!!ylf);ta --·Jcvent Flagging&- n'ct--a-::il-ct-c-1----, 
Standan!/(IA•vcl)/ Collected for lnitlalDcscriptlon Documentation 
Promul ation D·aic Calendar Yellr __ J!~eadllnc __ ,_ -~~~ion neadline 

2010 tmd 20 II July 1, 4013 December 12,2013 PM2.s/ 
Primary Annual 

Stand~rd 
1-----+---------

(l:Z.O~tg/mJ) 2012 July1,2013' 

Promulgated -·r 
L-n_· c_·c_ol_n_b_er_t_4_, z_o_J_.2-.-J_,, ______ zo l~___j_--~-u-ly-~ 20 !4' 

December 12,2013 

]- August 1, 2014 ·-·· 

~~.--·--------"-·-

"This date is provided by the general schedule in 40 CFR 50.14(c)(2)(iii). 
Note: The table of revised deadlines <mly applies to data the EPA will use to establish the initial 
area designations tor the 2012 revisod primal')' annual PM25 NAAQS. The general sched~de 
applies t<:>r all other purposes, most notably, for data used by the EPA for redesignations to 
attainment. 
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ATTACHMENT 3 

Factors the EPA Plans to Consider in Determining Nonattainmcnt Are~ Boundaries in 
Design,ltions for the 2012 Annual PM~.s NAAQS and Guida.ncc Oil Annlyscs to Support 

theso .Factors 

For initial area designations for the 2012 mmualPM2.s NAAQS, the EPA will rely 011 monitoring 
data to identify ureas to be designated nonattainment due to monitored violations of the standard. 
Consisterrt with the directives of the CAA and with previous .area designation processes, the EPA 
will then determine the appropriate nearby areas io include within in the nonattainment area 
boundary for the violating area, based on emissionB that contribute to these violations, For each 
monitor or gnmp of monitors indicating a violation, the EPA intends to assess information related 
to five factors iot the purpose of establishing the appropriate geographic boundaries for 
designated PM2,5 nonattainment al'eas. The EPA will evaluate rGlevant information Jl·om the entire 
urbanized area (i.e., CBSA/CSA) CO!Jtaining the violating monitor{s) and any adjacent counties 
that have the potential to contribute. Forthosepbrtions of the urbanized area where an evaluation 
of the available information clearly establishes that emissions sources in that portion of the area 
do not contribute to exccedance$ at the violating monitor(s), the EPA believes it would be 
appropriate to exclude that portion ofthe area tromthe nonattainment m·ea. This weight of 
evidence approach to determining area boundaries C(mld result in nonaltainmel11 areas consisting 
ofthe entire urbanized area, single counties, or, in cases supported by relevant evidence, partial 
counties, including partial coLmties within larger urban areas. While technic~! assessments can 
help to define the magnitude and relative mag11itude of contribution from nearby areas, the EPA is 
nor setting u threshold contribution level or bright line test for dctennining whether an area should 
be included within the boundaries ofa given nonatrainment area. Section l 07(d) of the CAA does 
not require the EPA to set a threshold contribLction and lhe EPA does not bcHeve that such a 
threshold is helpful as it could be either over' or under inclusive. As a general example, a 
threshold contribution level would not Identify contribution from sources located upwind of a 
nonattainment area bnt for which tl1ere is no downwind monitor. For these reasons tmd as was 
done in prior designations for the) 997 and 2006 PM25 NAAQS, the EPA. believes that the 
contribution determination should be made ihrou!fb a case-by-case evalLlation of the relevant facts 
and circumstances in each nonatt<Linment area. 

As a framework for area-specific analyses to suppo.rl nonattainmcnt area boundary 
recommendations and final boundary detenninations, the EPA believes it is appropriate to 
evaluate the following f'lve factors: 

I. ail· quality data 
2. emissions and emissions-related data -- ------------------ --J~---·nwTeo-:t:oro g}:·----------- ··· ··---- ----------- _______________ " __________ .. __ 

4. geography/topography 
5. jurisdictional boundaries 

The EPA notes that these five factors arc comparable to the factors that states and tribes and the 
EPA have used successfully for analytical purposes in prior designations for the 1997 and 2006 
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PM2.s NAAQS. The recommendation oftl1ese J1rctors is not intended to indicate tl1at other 
relevant information should not be considered in the iniiial area designations process, as 
appropriate. The EPA will also evaluate any other relevant area-specific information not included 
within the five factor analysis in cas~s where those assessments are provided by states and tribes. 

This attaclunent is intended to provide descriptive guidance regarding available data that states 
and tribes may wish to assess when evaluating these five factors. This guidance also provides 
insight into the EPA's subsequentreview and evaluation of the state and tribal non attainment area 
boundary recommendations. The guidance offel's suggestions about techniques and approaches; it 
does not contain requirements to be strictly followed and should not be read as prescriptive with 
respect to the specific techniques recommended. 

The EPA recognizes that some of the recommended assessments can be resource intensive. To 
mitigate this potential concern, the EPAintends, wherevctpossible, to provide the relevant data to 
facilitate the analyses. Table 3-l below outlines the datasets th<il the EPA expects to make 
available to the. public on the Pl'vh,~ designp.tions website. at hltp:!!www.epa.gov/pmdesignations! 
and the expected date of availability. The EPA may update this website during the initial area 
designations process as other relevant dataseis are identiti.ed. 

Table 3-L Dahtsets the IJ:l>A will Provide via the EPA PM Designations Website 

·"·-·· r-·-,-
Exrwcted Av!lilabili~ Q.M• ....... 

Uat PM2,t~n va!~c;;-- :---WM_----------- Aprii2013 
tion data (raw and SAN(~WICI-!!'J.'lL_. "" April20 13 
speciation data (raw and 
HED) 

Nfitionul-En 
1 summarie_s 

1issions !nventmy (NEI) emissions 

issions* 
.ments 

~ Gridded em 
Urban rncre 
Winds )Ccd 
Wind l'oses 
HYSPLIT l.t 

/direction data 

-·--

-· 
--· ---w--'-"' 

Apl'ii21l13 

!-----"--·-·""" ... " ...... ---·-· 
April 2013 

~--"--·-"- AprH2013 
TBD 

'-··---- Aerii20!3 
Aerii2013 

:~.~tor~ da~a 
*"rro~ided as part of web-based mappmg tool. 

.. ______ ..6.mil~Q 13 

--~ 

.. 

.. 

This guidance also offers recommendations concerning how states and tribes muy wish to 
describe the basis for their initial designations reeornrnendations. The EPA anticipates that states 
and tribes will elect to provide an articulated explanation tor those recommendations in a 
narrative format. Thrrs, this guidance provides some direcfion regarding the content and sequence 
of the narrative states and tribes may wish to develop when describing the nonattaimnent problem 
in ar area with monitored violations of the NAAQS. A comprehensive narrative should atticulate 

.. ---· ···- -- -- ----a-concel~tHal-111edel-oH1M1:5-J1e nttttalnmet1t-that-e>rplainstbe naturnmd -c:mrs-es<Yflllc-rM:;:s·my---
quality problem in the specii1c area, identify the scope and scale of the air quality problem in that 
area, and describe all nearby emission sources that contribute to the problem. The EPA 
encourages regions (and states tmd tribes) to workcollnboratively to develop a single narrative for 
multi-state, or multi-region, nonattainment areas. However, the EPA anticipates that states or 
tribes with areas cont!'ibuting to potential rnulti-.state designated nonattainment areas would 
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develop a conceptual model that describes only the contribution from their area to the larger 
nonattaimnent area, rather than attempting to describe the scope and scale of the air quality 
problem throughout the entire area artd in the jurisdiction \viththe violating monitor. The 
underlying analytical tl'amework of the recotmnen,dcd narrative cal) be &1JOUnarizcd as l(lllows: 

• Determine violating monitoring sites and gather data that enables an assessment of 
potential nearby contributing areas and the sources in those areas. 

• Assess and characterize air quality pattems at, ar~d in the proximity of~ the violating 
monitoring site. Identify the conditions that.are most associated with high average 
concentration levels of PM2.) in the area by season of the year. Further, identify the spatial 
extent of the high PM2.5 concentrations. This analysis will p1'ovide a basic construct from 
which to evaluate potential contributing sources. 

• Assess and characte;rize the PMnspecles that are most prevalent overthe analysis area. 
Determine the J\·actional magnitudes of total PM2.5 by component, noting that efforts will 
need to be made to ensure that speciation data are adjusted to ret1ect FRM mass at the 
violating si.te(s). All parts of the year are important in determining contributions to the 
annual average concentration. Tiowever; a seasonal or episodic compositional increment 
analysis in combination with other factor inforrn~tion may provide additional insight as to 
which sources or factors may contribute at a grett\er level. 1"his analysis can be .at! 

important !1rst step in linking specific ,nearby sources of emissions to the violation. 

• Assess and characterize the increase in seasonal and annual average PM2.s that is observed 
at the violating monitoring s.ite(s) relative to monitoring sites outside the area under 
evaluation that retlect regional backgrout)d concentrAtions .. Tbis "urban increment" 
analysis will hdp to differentiate the influence from more distant emission sources from 
the inJ1ctence of closer emissions sources, and thus to identify the relative magnitude of 
contributions from nearby emissions sourc.es. 

• Assess and characterize the spatial and temporal differences in PM2.5 C(moentrations 
within an urban area using FRM/FEM data as wel.l as data Ji'om non··regulatory PM2.5 
moni1oring sites. 

• Once the air quality factor analy~cs identified in the previous bullets are compiled they 
can be evaluated i.n conjunction With emissions data and emissiom·related data (e.g., 
v~hicle miles traveled, population) to clct~.rmine which sottrce categories and source 
regions are most likely to contribute to the monitored violations. 

·•-On"c-the.emtsslons. and ai.J;l}Ua).ity~assessmelltShll¥C been. eva.luated,.itis v.aluahle-w .. then~--~----· 
assess the meteorological charaoteri.stics of air quality throughout the year in the violating 
area. Jn many locations, the weather patterns. will have a large impact on the eventual 
determination of which source cate.gories and sonrcc regions in the area are most likely to 
contribute. This analysis will furtl1er help to identify the relative m<1gnitude of 
contributions i:iom emission sources in nearby areas. 
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• lt may be useful to assess any geographic/topographic or jurisdictional considerations that 
are relevant in the identification of the nonattainment area boundary. 

• Finally, all of the above assessments l.llLISt be aggregated or synthesized into a consistent 
narrative that describes the relationship between sources in the analysis area and the 
measured violation. This synthesis should reptesent a collective "weight of evidence" 
regarding the most appropriate boundaries tbr the nonattainmont area. 

While the general five factor fran1ework is expected to be comprehensive and provide the 
foundation for each assessment of boundary areas, the extent of the analyses may vary on an are<l· 
by-area basis based on the nature, C>mse, and extent oftl!e violating PM2.s air quality problem. 
This guidance suggests analyses of certain data sets !bat can be useful to assess which nearby 
areas contribute to nonattainment in u given area. In cases where more highly-resolved oi: newer 
data sets are available that are not explicitly mentioned in. this guidance, states and tribes should 
C\)llSider their use, as appropriate. JI these data .are used, the EPA recommends that the st<ttes or 
tribes fully describe the data and its d.erivation in their supporting donunentation [(Jr the 
designation recommendation. 

The following sections provide more detail on the specific five fhctor analyses and the 
supplemental synthesis approaches that the EPA plans to consider when evaluating state 
recommendations and determining nonattainmcnt area boundaries J(Jr the annual PMz.sNAAQS. 

I. Air Quolity Data 

The initial area designation process for P!Vh. 5 should begin with. an evaluatirm of available 
ambi<mt air quality measurements to detennino the location and .magnitude of violations of the 
standard. In addition to data from violating monitors, the air quality duta from other monitors can 
add to the weight of evidence in assessing the cqnt!'ibution of sources in areas outside the 
violating county. Examples include the use of chemical speciation data to help characterize 
contributing emissions sources and the determination of nearby eontdbmians through analyses 
that differentiate local and regional source contributions. 

a. PM1.s Design Values and Inlra·omntlll! Patterns 

The J1rst step in identifying an area that must be designated "nona!l:ainment" and to determine Rn 

appropriate nonattaimncnt area boundary is to identify all monitored viobtions of the revised 
annual standard using the most recently available air quality data. The EPA determines NAAQS 
compliance by considering the "design value" for each air quality monitoring site. The design 

_ __ _ ____ ll<llllefo_r_t~e 2QJ1 ~ll_iJ,ual_l'lV!~.s _N A_P.. QEI_ i~ !h<OJ.:y£<U:JlY9J:a_g<l.(<O"g" 20JOJ1l2Ul2)oLtkannuaL __ _ _ _ _ ___ _ 
mean concentralim>s. ·This requires calculating annual PM1.s design values based on ambient air 

12 Tbe specific methodology for c<J!culst.lng·tJlC PM:u deslgn values; -Including computational formulas 1:n1d data 
completeness requirementS/ is described in 40 _CFR Part SO,App·endix N. Fur bttsic lnstn1ction~ on calculating annual 
n\cm1 v1Jluesl see Guideline on Da.ta Handling ConventionsjOI' the PA1 N_AAQ~s: EPAA54/R·99~00.8 April 1999 
located at hnpj/www.epa.gov/un/naaqs/pm/pm.25.,_guide.html. Design V(lfues -me compLtted and published annually 
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quality data fi·om the most recent three calendar year period (i.e., December 2013 designatio.ns 
recommendations should focus on data from 2010 to 2012) from all Federal Reference MethOd 
(FRM), Federal Equivalent Method (FEM), and Approved Regional Method (ARM) monitors. 
The EPA will designate as nonattninment all areas with one or more ambient PM2.s air quality 
monitors with a design value greater than the rumttal standard of 12.0 f!glm3

• 

Because of the form ofthe NAAQS, monitored ambientPMz.s levels throughout the entire 3-year 
p(lriod, including monitored levels below the nll)11ericallevel of the NAAQS, are integral to the 
calculation <Jfthe design value ofthe monitor, and hellce integral to determining whether there is 
a violation of the NAAQS. The amount by which monitored levels exceed theNAAQS 
throughout the period can be an important consideration in determining appropriate boundaries 
for the nonattainment area because the monitortdlevel indicates the magnitude of emissions 
contributions that result in such exceedance levels ru1d whether there is a likelihood of influences 
from surrounding areas. Accordingly, contributions to monitored ambient PM25 at a violating 
monitor throughout the entire 3·year period ru-e relevant to determining the appwpriate 
bonndiu·ies for a nonattainment area. 

Only PMz.s measurements produced at FRM/FEMIARM monitoring sites can be used for 
NAAQS comparisons. The EPA uses FRM/FEM/ARM measurement data residing in the EPA's 
Air Quality System (AQS) to calculate the annual PMudesign values. 13 Individual measurements 
that the EPA determines to be "exceptional" in accordance with the Exceptional Events Rule 14 

(such as days with poor air quality caused by wildfire or dust events) are not included in these 
calculations. State, local, and tribal monitoritlg agencies are reqtiircd to certify data submitted to 
AQS on an annual basis, by May I" ofthe subsequent year. The EPA typically extracts ambient 
data from AQS and calculates official design values for regulatory purposes shortly after that 
ccrtifi.cation dtte date (e.g., typically by July 15111

) and then posts NAAQS design values for each 
monitor on a public website. 

In addition to identifying monitor sites where the most recent design values violate the 2012 
annual PM2.s NAAQS, examining trends in PMu air quality values (including design values) can 
improve our understanding of the JJalllre of 14e l'll'hs ambient air quality problem in a violating 
area and thereby inform decisions regarding the su.ftlcient size and shape of the nonattainment 
are<\ boundary. Analyzing design valt\e tret1ds, particularly across. multiple monitors in an area 
being evaluated, can show how PM2.5 concentrations have changed and whether the recent design 
value is consistent with that trend. Additionally these trends analyses can show how frequently 
the design value at the 'detlning' site (i.e., the monitoring site with the highest design value for 
the ar(,a) has occurred at other monitoring locatio.ns in the area under consideTation, and whether 
the design value trend across the evaluation area is homogeneous. This information can help !o 

' - -·- -- ---------- -···- · ·· ·by--H~e-·E-P.Ns-OHi-ee---of-Ah--Qua+i-ty-P-lantti-ng--and·Stnndrmh·cin d ··t·e v-iew ed·Jn--conjtm C"tio-n-wi th the·--E·Picregional··· .. ·· ···-· ----- · 
ofr-Jces. When des:ign values ore u.:.cd in a regulatory action, they are bosed on the lati~st uvallable information and 
V(]lid di1W that suppoct that action. Current dosig_n values and historical trend informal inn are available nt 
ht tp:f/www. epa. go v/aif'trend~lwdues. htn_Jl, 
13 Information from non-F.R.M/FEM/ARM monitors and ail· quuUty modeling, where avallable, may help defino m1 

appropriate boundary for areas contribllt~ng to :r.:-RM/FEM/ARM~based monitored violations, but are, not val-id for 
deJennhring official violalions of the PM,,; NAAQS. 
1
') Flnal- Rule on the 'J'reat!nent of Datn Inilucnced by Exc~ptinnal Events, 72 FR ! 3 560; March 22, 2007. 
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identify spatial and temporal patterns in the design values and, when combined with other 
information from the ftve factor review, can help identify nearby m·eas with emissions sources 
contributing to an area with a monitored violation. 

Under normal circumstances, the mere factthat a nearby area has a monitor with a design value 
below the level of the NAAQS wquld not answer the question of whether that area was 
contTibuting to violations at a monitor in an.other area. Sltch an area tuight contain sources 
releasing very large amounts of emissions that together with emissions from nearby sources 
combine to cause the violation at the monitor. How(>ver, there may be circumstanccsin which the 
trend in emissions at the non·•violatiugmonitor hl the potentially contributing area could be 
relevant to the evaluation of CoJttribution. For example, a monitor on the border of a nearby 
county may show a downward trend in l'lVhs design values below the level of !.he standard 
although a neighboring county has a clearly violating monitor for the current design value period. 
While the county with the violating monitorwill be designated as "nonattainment,'' the downward 
trend in the monitor on th" herder of a nearby eounty may, along with other evidence t!·om the 
five factor analysis, support a weighi ofevidence conchJsion to. exclude the nearby county f1·om 
being included as pa11 ofthe nonattainment area. Similarly, an upward trending site may be 
indicative of growth in nearby contributing emissions source£ and provide rnore weight toward 
inclusion. 

In addition to evaluating trends in annual PM2.5 values, the magnitude of quarterly or daily 
average PM2.s concentrations over the course of each year can also provide clues to the nature of 
the contributing emissions sources. Monthly and seasonal proftles of daily average PM2.5 

concentrations may illustrate the presence (or lack) of seasonal conditions conducive to PM2•5 
formation, and/or seasonaily importantemissions sources. A review of the trend in daily PM2.5 
concentrations, including speciated measurement data as elaborated on in the next section, could 
identify a distinct se~sonal or episodic pattem of dally exceedances that is tl1e main driver for the 
annual desigr1 value violation. If these seasonal episodes ultimately intluence the annual design 
value calculation, then evaluating the emission sources and other factors described in this 
guidance as they relate to t.hese episodes could help define contributing areas. For example, the 
occurrence of high levels of ammonium nitrate during certain winter days, when meteorological 
conditions enhance its !ormation, could contribut<: to annuaL design value exceedancos in ce11ain 
areas, In combination with the urban increment and emissions data analyses described below, this 
type of trend analysis of monitor data could provide further insight and evidence of specific 
contributing intlucncos on the violating monitor sites. 

b. IPM2.s Compositional Analysis 

Measurements or estimates of the components of ambient PMH can be used to determine what 
chemical species _con~tit\lte J>Ivi,csill~loJl(ll'\icular_~~:Ogf itl!er:~st fllltlJOI atrgr.tigyJ.ttLYiQlating .. _ __ _ _ 

·111i)riTlors:·rae.iiB1Yli1g the chemical components of the PM2.5 mass in the area (e.g., sulfate, nitrate, 
organic carbrn mass, elemental carbon, and crustal material) can help to give insight into the 
types of emission sources that arc contributing to the rnonltored PM2.s concentrations at the 
violating monitor, either throqgh dil'l~ct PM2s emissions or through emissions of PM2.5 precursor 
emissions. However, analysis of PM2.s composition at the violating monitor alone will generally 
not be able to distinguish between local/nearby source contributions and regional background 
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contributions. This assessment. is therefore only one step in establishing a link between nearby 
emission sources to violating monitors (i.e., the sotn:ce typostlmt appear to be important to the 
violations in the area but not specific facilities). Determining the specific facilities and emission 
sources thut arc contributing to the violations requires the syntl)esis of results D·om an "urban 
increment" analysis, emissions data analysis, and an assessment of meteorological information as 
explained in subsequent sections. 15 

The PM speciation measurements for some locations are available from the routine urban and 
rural speciation monitoring networks •. the ClwmicalSpeciation Network (CSN) and Interagency 
Monitoring of Protected Visual Environments (IMPROVE), respectively. There may not always 
be a co-located speciation monitor at the exact location of n violating monitor site; in these cases, 
and where there are other nearby speciation monitors available, measureme11t datu from these 
nearby monitors can be considered for use in a manner (e.g., through a distance- weighted 
average) that best represents the conditions atthe violating monitor site. Where speciation 
monitors are not available at all, or where supplemental coverage of speciation data is needed, 
additional limited measurements may b;:: also avail!!ble fl•om analyzing FRMIFEM monitor J1Iters. 
While FRM/FEM Teflon® filters. normally arc not d1emically analyzed for PM2.; species; it is 
possible to per!bnn certain types of chemical J1lter analysis. A technical report describing the 
Teflon® filter analysis based on previous applications related to the 2006 PM4_5 standards 
provides information on general procedures and limitations ofthe filter analysis. 16 

Evaluating the raw speciation monitoi.' data can provide insight into source contributions related to 
that monito.r site, but because of ctiffereneesin measurement techniques, the data must be adjusted 
when attempting to compare it directly to violating FRM/FEM monitor values. The FRM PM2_5 
mass measurement does not retain all ammonium nitrate and other semi-volatile materials, but it 
docs include particle-bound watm·,assoeiated with sultales, nitrates and other hygroscopic species, 
which resull in concentrations and percent ctmtributions to PM2.5 mass that may be different than 
the measurements of ambient levels of some Plvhs chemical constituents. ·n,ereiore, to relate 
speciation data to FRM PM,.s concentrations, it is. necessary to account for the actual PM2.5 mass 
measured at the FRM monitors, which does not include all PM2,5 chemical constituents. To 
uddrcss this inconsistency, speciationmeasurctnent data should be adjusted using the EPA· 
develof.ed "SANDWICH" procedure to represent tbe chemical constituents ofFRM Plv!2.s 
rnass. 1 

•
1 ~ The SANDWICH technique stands for measured Sulfate, Adjusted Nitmte, Derived 

Water, Inferred Carbonaceous mass Hybrid Material Balance Approach." A full description of 

!S Rao, V. and N. Frank,_ A. Rush1 F. Dimmick ChemicL1l Speciation ofPM;,u in Urban ilnd Rural Areas. Spccinl 
Studies, National Air Quality and Emiss'lo.1is Tren·ds Report, 2003. Aval.lable at 
http://www. epa. gov/airtrem/slshiJf~s. html, 

··· -·--"·-- -" .......... ------~1-<L:fec.h n ieal-l'ef~t)rhnt~Hlter· an alys-iS"t~an-be -f-'otmd·-at·:---··----------.. -·--·-~------·-·----· ------- ----·~-~--------·-··-··-·· ···-·-·--········· ·- · --·--------------···-· ·· .. 
J:ttp,'llfvwli!. epa.g;ovlflnlnaaqslpmldocs/apaf/ahle _new ~,lpf!cial ion, __ datC(JJin2. 5 __ naa.ptff-. 
11 fmnk, N. H., SANDWICH Materia-l f%..lance .ApprQ&ch for PM2.5 Data Analysis. National Air Mon-Itoring 
Conference, LHs Vegas, Nevada, November 6-9, 2-006. http://www.ep(J.govlttn!amtt'-~ff!es/2006cmJf&r(:!nceljl·a;1k.pdf 
18 Frank, N.H., The Chemical Composilion ofPM2.5 to support. PM Implementation, EPA State! Local/Tribal 
Training Workshop: PM 2.5 Final Rule lmplemt'ntation and 2006 PM 2.5 
Designation Proce~s, Chlc~go IL, -Jum~ 20·"21, 2007, 
http://www. epa.govlttnlnaaqslpmlpresentslpm2.5,~vhem.ica(._composition.pdf 
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the SANDWICH procedure is provided in Frank (2006). 19 The purpose of the SANDWJCH 
technique is to provide estimates ofPM2.s components as measured by the P!vhs FRM.'0 These 
estimates can be. different than the data provided directly by the speciation measurements from 
the CSN network. 

c. Urban Increment Analyses 

PM2.; mass concentrations are generally higher in urban areas compared to surrounding regions. 
This "urban increment," also known as the "urban excess,." is due to locally generated and largely 
directly-emitted PM2 5 in addition to regional contri)}utions. An10ng the major contributors to 
PM2.s moss, sulfate tetJds to originate .from regional sources; organic carbon and nitrate originate 
th1m regional and local sources, while black catbon, associated soot and crustal material tend to 
originate from local sources. 

The goal of the urban increment analysisis to estimate the local contribution to Ltrban PM2.5 as 
measured at violating FRM/FEM/ ARM monit<>rsites and thereby provide additional evidence to 
consider in deciding which nearby areas with sources contributing to the monitored violations in 
the area to include within the boundary of the designated nonattain!llent area. The urban 
increment analysis is a key pa11 oflb.e <•irquality data factor evaluation because it can suggest 
spatial and temporal correLations between contributing influences and areas by il1tegrating 
information from violating monitors and PM25 compositional data as described in the ptevious 
sections. 

An tLrban increment analysis can <1lso be designed to differentiate local'contributions from 
regional contributions as well as to dii'fcrentiatc i/ilrc1 .. urban diflerences; these basic approaches 
are dcsLoribed below. Analyses ofthese differentspatiallayers (J·ural, urban and sub-urban) of 
l'Mz.s mass and components <>atl help isolate and better ex:plain the contributions tl·om urban and 
near monitor emissions, separate from the regional backgrotll1d contributions. 

Urban Increment Analysis to identify Regioncil vs. Local(};ntribution 

An urban increment analysis is btJsed on the premise that rural concentrations of PM2.l 

concentrations result 11·om a regional geographic distri.bution of contributing sources that result 
il'omatmospheric formation of secondary aerosols and long .. range transport. Therefore, rural 
PM2, concentratiorrs typically do not vary as much as urb<l!l concentrations and are less impacted 
by local source emissions. Also, r·ural concentrations ofthe major components ofPM25 tend to be 
more spatially homogenous than the urban concentrations. Due to these attributes, the urban 

1 '~ Frank .. N. lL Retained Nitrate. IJydratedSu(fiztes, and CarhdnaCuou·s Mass In Federal Rrt.ferem/e Method Fine 
~ ~~~ ~-~ ~ -~ -··~ ~ ~-~~~·-· . ~ ~J'w:ticuia t&-Mar tet'ftN'~SixEtiM<>mi/§;,+Jili 0\\ J~,A+r &--\1in•te~Mrrt> age;-A SSL>X:;~tOO 5~s6~:50 l)ccj rr ~ ~ ~~·-~~ ~-~-~ --~~ --~~-~ 

20 The SANDWJCH adjustment useS an FRM mass construc:t·ion methodology that results in reduced nitrates (relativ~ 
to the amount measured by J'Outine speciation networks), higher mass associa1cd with sulfates (reflecting wat·cr 
included in gnwimctdc ·FRM mt:!asureme.nts) and a mea,sure of·organic carbonaceous mass derived from the 
difference between measured PMu and its non~cqrbon components, This characterizati()n ofPM1.5 mass also reflects 
crustal material a.nd other minor -constitu~nts. The resulting chari:lct:erization provides a complete mrrss closurl~ f_br the 
measured FRM PM:u mass. 
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increment analysis provides a first-order indication of the type, size, and spatial patterns of nearby 
or local emission sources that are contribttting to the nonattainme.llt concentrations experienced at 
the urban monitors. 21 

The basic approach for the urban incrementanalysisis to calculate the difference between the 
ambient PM2.s level at an urban area monitoring site and the ambient PM2.s level at a nearby rural 
area monitoring sitc(s). Local contributions to PMz.s mass can be estimated by subtracting the 
rural concentration from the measured ttrban concentnttion.Assuming that the rural 
concentrations represent the regional background concentration, this difference is defined as the 
urban increment and calculated as follows: 

In the equation above, the 'Urbm1 Concentration' should preferably come lrom the same site as 
the violatil1g PMu design value monitor, a representative site, or combination of sites consistent 
with conditions at the violating monitor site in cases where a speciation monitor is not co-located 
with the violating PIVh.s design value monitor. The calculation of the 'Regional Background 
Concentration' should be prepared by spatially averaging across 111\lltiple rural monitor sites., 
where available, in order to best represent thereg.ional contributions to PM2.s mass. Monitors in 
netwby smaller urban areus may also be considered in assessing contributions to the upw\nd 
concentrations that are part of the regional background. The selected rural and upwind urban 
monitors should fall within a pre-determinedradius ofthe violating PM2,5 monitor site to 
reasonably retlect background influencing areas and Ji'lust have measurement data available fbr 
days consistent with the violating monitor data being analyzed. There a:re several suitable 
averaging approaches to construct the tu'ban in~rement. For cx<Unple, an inverse-distance 
weighted average of the urban increment across the sch;cted rural monitors can then be calculated 
to account Jbr diffcrenctlS in the distances that separate the rura:t monitor sites from the violating 
urban monitor site. Averaging based on multiple m011itors lessens ary bias issues that may be 
tL,sociated with selecting only a singularrurallurban monitor pairing for calculating the urban 
it)Cl'cmcnt and should be more representative of the regional influence. 

As shown in the equation above, Uw mban increment can be estimated on either a total PMz.s 
basis, or on a PM2.s species component basis (i.e., comparing species of urban increments of 
various violating monitors in the area). This can be a powQrful analytical tool for examining tbe 
influence of spatial patterns of sourcc•speci.fic emissions on monitor sites that are violating the 
2012 an.nual PM2.5 NAAQS. Linking the previously described PMB compositional assessment 
with the urban increment '*alysis can <llso help identify the likely contributing emission source 

. ---------·- ----.-.typ~s.cto-tJw-lvcal-G·r-'nttarby' ct>ncORll'al·iGrtcinc.rli>nHmt~I'hi.s.i.s. .. po&sihlll'·t~eiiause·diffenmt-· 
measured components oft he PM2.s mass can be linked to specific types of emission sources. For 
example, large stationary sources such as electric genemting units (EGUs) are predominant 

~ 1 Rno, V. und N" Ft:ank, A. Rush, F. DimmiGk. Chemical Specitttion ofPM2,:; in Urban .and Run~l Areas. Spectnl 
Studies, National Air Qnnlity and Emissions '!]·ends Rcpoti, 200J. Available al 
http:l'www.t~pa.gov/airtrends/studies.html. 
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contributors to the sulfate component of PM2.5• High nitrate levels (i.e., both oxides of nitrogen 
(NOx) and ammonia (NH3)) often indicate the presence of localized mobile sources, local or 
regional ti.tel-combustion sottrces, or a regional contribution from agricultural sources, or a 
combination of these sources. Carbonaceous mass is typically associ.ated with mobile sources, 
wood or biomass burning, and localized combustion sources. Carbonaceous mass is commonly a 
substantial component of' urban excess. A high ekmental carbon to orgmlic carbon mass ratio can 
be a signature of diesel combustion soLu:ce contributions, such as diesel trucks, constructioiJ 
engines and vehicles, ships and trains. A high organic carbon to elemental carbon ratio, on the 
other hand, is often a signature of biomass burning. 

States and tribes with areas experiencing seasonal and episodic t1uctuations in PM2s 
concentrations may find it useful to pcrfoim a Col!! positional analysis of the urban increments 
during these specific periods and compare th.ose results to other periods oft he year that 
experience lower or less variable PM2.s concentrations. While all parts of the yea!' are important to 
consider to determine contribntions to the annual average concentration, a seasonal or episodic 
composititmul increment analy~is in combination with other factor information may provide 
additional insight into contributing sources and/or contributing tactors(e.g., local meteorology) 
influencing monitored violations. For example, residential wood combustion has a unique PM 
signature and can contribute appreciably to the organic fraction of winter-time PM2 .;. Likewise, a 
compositional analysis showinghigh weekday nitrate levels may be associated with increased 
vehicle traffic duri11g the traditional work week. A review ()f both the urban increment results and 
the seasonal or episodic emi~sion inventory for the area can be an important synthesis analysis to 
better understand what specific emission sources, and therefore areas, may be contributing to a 
violating monitor. Previous guidance prepared for the designations for the 2006 24-hr PM).; 
NAAQS is relevant to these seasonal and episodic evaluations.'' The 2006 guidm1ce illustrates 
how the EPA d,~rive.s tlne particle composition associated with PM,s mass measurements, how 
the typical high day and average composition vm•ies spatially and temporally, and how these data 
relate to potential emission S()lil'Ces. 

Increment Analysis to Define Intra-Urban D{f}i:rrences 

In addition to looking at the rura.l versus urban gradient, an tntra~urban analysis may be usefiJl to 
understand emerging "within urban" gradients near the violating monitor site, which become 
more apparent as regional concentrations decline. This analysis can help further ditJerentiate and 
isolate nearby contributing influences to the violating monitor site(s), particularly those that may 
be more evident at a refined seal;~ such as localizedplumes or suburban intluenccs. This refined 
characterization oC contribtrting emission influences within the immediate urban area may in tum 
hdp to further identify the relative importance of surrounding areas in terms of their contribution 
to the violating monitor. In combination, analyzing the threespatiallayers (rural, urban and sub-
urban) of PM2.5 mass and comQonents canprovidc a mo1·c tcoJ11Jl.let9_!l!llicislatlding_of-the ___ _ 

-- coi1tnbuiliig-urbai1-a!id-rieai; inonitor-emis-siotl~: ;;;;pa~~~~-l}:()m the regional contributions. The 
ability to conduct an intra-urban analys.is, however, is predicated on having data lrom multiple 

~n Frank, N. H. The Chemical Composition fJ/P.MJ . .'i to support PM Implementation, .Proscntati<m at EPA S.t3t~ 1 Local 
I Tr.ibal Tndning Workshop: PM2.s Final Ruk'i lmpk~mcl'IUttion and 2006 PM::.s Designation Process, Junc20~2 }, 2007. 
A variable at: hup:llwww.epa.gov/ttnllwaqslpmlpm25.)006_,tec:hinfo.html. 
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monitors, preferably PM2_5 speciation monitors, within the urban study area, whkh may not be 
feasible for some areas being evaluated. 

With very few exceptions, the PM2.l mass concentrations have been reported to be quite 
unifonnly distributed across urban mo-nitoring locations. 23 However, this t!nding is dependent on 
the PM2.s composition in a pm1icular metropolitan area, the season of the ye~r, and the relative 
amounts of its chemical constituents that origiMte from regional or local emission sources. 
There arc many possib.le drivers for intra~urban variability in PMt.s mas.s, including the fo.llowing 
in!luences: .local sources of primary PM emissions; transient emission events; topographic 
ban·ict·s that isolate sub-regions of the urban area; meteorological phenomena tlwt vary on spatia.! 
scales withil1 the urban area; differences in behavior of semi-volatile components; and 
measurement er.ror. 24 

The larger the contribution of regional sources, the more uniform is the intra-urban PM2.5· 
Recognizing that the amow1t ofregional and ot local contributions are expected to continue to 
decline in response to regional and local control progtams (but pethaps at different rates), intra
mban spatial variability of PM2.5 and its constituents may increase in the future. This potential 
change in intra-urban variability may be ditferent amo11g m·eas. 

2. Emissions ~nd Emissions-Related Duta 

The sources and levels of emissions of PM2,5·related pollutm1ts is an important factor in the initial 
area designations process. As noted above, ambient PM2,5 is formed through complex 
atmospheric processes with contributions from direct emissions of partic.les an<;! from sccondm·ily
fonned particles thf\l result ti·om multiple PMz.s precursors. Air quality in a nonattainment area is 
a.! so typically the result of a combimltion of regional all(! local emissions. In the designations 
process, for each metropolitan area with a violating monitor, the EPA evaluates the emissions 
data from nearby counties to assess each county's contl'ibution to PM2.s concentrations t1t the 
violating monitor or monitors in the area nnder evaluation. Because Plvh.; components such as 
sulfates and nitrates are formed through atmosphcr.ic processes and can be transponed many 
hundreds of miles, sources of emissions outside the counties comprising the metropolitan area 
(CBSA or CSA) may also influence the regional contribution measured at a pmticular site, but 
may not be considered in the designation determination to be "nearby" sources. Thus, the 
evaluation of tlte area is also a means to differentiate between.those transported pollutants t!·om 
more distant sources of emissions aml those sources of emissions in nem,by areas that should be 
pa1i ofthe designated nonattainment area because they are part ofthe local nonattainnwnt 
prob.lem. 

For initial area designations associated with the2.012 nnnual PM2.s NAAQS, we intend to 
··· examine~emrssronstlfidcntitfeasam•ceTorctrreccPM25;-tne· Ynaj6rcomj56iiefiiiioT·mrecfPM25--

23 U.S. EPA. Integrated Science .Assessment for Particulate Matter (Plnnl Report). U.S, E1rvironmental Protection 
Agency, Washington, DC, BPA/600/R-0811 39F, 2009. 
2~ Tutber) J.R. A Conceptual i\rlodel fhr Ambient Finr:' Parlfcidate Matter Over Southeast Michigan: High 
Conceno·ation Day,io. V crsion 1.0. Prepared for Southeast M!ch!gan Council of Governments, Detroit, MI. October ) 1 

2008. 
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(organic carbon, elemental carbon, crustal material (and/or individual trace metal compounds)), 
primary nitrate and primary so.! fate, and precursor gaseous pollutants (e.g., SOz, NOx, total VOC, 
and NH3). Direct PMz.l emissions ·are cXJlccted to be generally local in nature and influence 
monitored values in a more direct fashion with littlo Iong·tangetransport. The gaseous precursors, 
on the other hand, are expected to be more regional in nature (although the EPA also expects 
some local NOx and VOC emissions contributions from mobile and stationary sources) and 
transport from neighboring areas cmt contribute to higher PMulevels at the violati11g monitors. 
Analyses should include reviewing data from the latest National Emissions Inventory (NEI) or 
other relevant sources if available, The analysis should also include examining the magnitude of 
relevant, county-level emissions and the geographic locatiorls of sources of the rdevant 
pollutants. 

Analyzing the magnitude and spatial extent of emissions further informs tile analysis of the 
urban/rural ambient relationship discussed eat'lier. In addition, combining these analyses (e.g.,. 
magnitude of emissions and poi11t of release) with meteorological information can inform the 
evaluation of the degree of contrihl!tion llum nearby areas. The EPA will also consider any 
additional information we receive on 10hanges to emissions levels that are not reflected in the most 
recent emissions inventories. These changes may include emissions redJJctions due to permanent 
and enforceable emissions controls that Will be in place before final designatiO!lS are issued, and 
likewise may include emissions increases from now so1Jrccs or increases. at existing sources. 

For the initial area designations for the 2012 annual PM2.5 NAAQS, the EPA believes that it will 
be appropriate to use 2011 NF.I version I data because that will be the most recent emissions 
inventory infonnation available at the begi11ning of this designations process. The NEI represents 
data, generally, on an annual basis at the county level. Emissions from large stationary sources are 
available at a point in space; emissions from large ±Ires are available in day. specific format. More 
detailed inventories (higher resolutilin than eotmty estimates) Rre also available, although not in 
the l\1El.25 For the initial area designations for the 2012 a11nua! PM2.5 NAAQS, gridded emissions 
data (at 12 km grid resolution) are also available for 2007,. 2009, and 2010 for the contiguous 48 
states, and m>~y potenti~Jly be useful in areas where partial counties need to be considered in 
nonattainment area boundary determinations. These gridded emissions data can be provided on an 
annual basis or for shortertime periods. The EPA does not have gridded emissious for Alaska or 
Hawaii, but the EPA would recommend that these states use gridded data, as appropriate, ifthey 
arc available. Any data submitted in this fashion to the EPA will be reviewed against emissions 
estimates developed by the EPA. 

Population density and degree <!lurbanization (including commercitd development) 

As not~d in footnote 8, the EPA has consolidated several f8ctors (e.g. population density, degree 
of urb8ni zation, and _tral)SjJ()_rtati()lr_art_e.ri~s)~iU1i'1 tile _''§,mi,<;;;iiJMal!QJ~Jl.li~:,iQ_nil:ReJ<Us;dDJJta". _ 

..... - .... -- "factor as -these eleiiieirts supplement and help to inform the analysis of emissions data. The EPA 
intends to provide tbcse data as aY<lilable although the EPA expects that states and tribes may 

25 The EPA .devolops gddded eml.ssio11s by applying temporal (e.g., seasonal vnritltions in emissions as reported to the 
NEJ) and spatial (e:g., incorporntes l~tiltide and fongitudc loCatiOn information as rcport~d to the NEI) adjusttl\ents to 
the county~ based NEI estimates to produce the more f'incly resolved gridded emissions. 
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have independently developed datasets to better inform these elements, which are not available to 
the EPA. The EPA recommends that. population density analyses examine the 1ocati01l and trends 
in population growth and the patterns ofrcsidential and commercial development as potential 
indicators of the probable location and magnitude of emissions sources that may contribute to 
PM1.s concentrations in a givennonattainment area. 

The NET also contains county·· level aggregate estimates ofsmaller stationary area <:md mobile 
sources emissions (gridded emissions. as well as sub-<mnual emissipns come from spatially and 
temporally allocating the NEI emissions), An analysis efpopu!ation density, degree of 
urbanization, and transportation arteries may provide the location ofthis emission-related activity 
within the larger county, and thus may serve as a proxy for the ~patialdistribution of county-level 
emissions. The EPA believes that areas of dense population and commercial development are an 
indicator of potentially higher levels of stationary are;qourcc anc) mobile source emissions that 
may contribute to PM2.5 formation in a given area. Rapid population growth in a county on the 
urban perimeter may signify increasing integration with the core urban area, which likely will be 
the same as the CBSA or CSA in question, and may indicate that the associated area and mooile 
source emissions may be apprepriate to include in the nonattainment a1:ea. 

11·qffic and commuting patterns 

As with the previous factors discussed above, these factors are also 1.econdary in nature to the 
actual emissi\ms that the EPA wHI provide. Traffic and commuting pattern data can help asses~; 
the inf1uence of mobile source emissions in a given m·ea. Analyses should examin1: the locoation of 
major transportation arteries and intimnation on tramc volume and commuting in and around the 
area containing a violating monitor. This may include examining tho number of commuters in 
each nearby county who drive to a county within the area that has a violating monitor, the percent 
of total commuters in each county who commute to other counties witltviolating monitors within 
the metropolitan area, and the total Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) for each county. Areas with 
bigh,;r VMT and commuting levels can be an indicator of the location of mobile source emissions 
that may eontributc to PM2.s concentrations at the violating monitor. 

The NEI is one soUI·c~~ of the county-wide VMT data and facilitates relative comparisons of tratllc 
and commuting patterns between counties in a larger atca26 However, more detailed assessments 
provided by states or tribes could help to highlight the magnitude <t11d location of emissions 
activity. If the EPA provides gridded emissions, then the EPA can also provide gridded VMT 
data: however, as mentioned previously, these estimates may not correspond directly with state
based VMT data to which individ\ml areas already may have access. Table 3.1 details all the 
datasets that the EPA will provide for use in this process. 

26 NE! county4 leve1 VM1 estim~tes ~redeveloped ii1 H t'O)id()·wn <ippro_aeh from Federal Highway Administration 
estimates <>fs.tatewidc VMT by road class that 'iln~allocate.d to counties based on surrogates. Accordingly, the NEl 
estimates do not always COJ:tipal'e well to detailed area~-spec-ifi¢ studrcs tlwt arc dcv()!oped in a more robust way (e.g., 
travel demand rnodtl data). 
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• 

The evaluation of meteorological data helps to det~tmine the effect on the fate and transport of 
emissions contributing to PM2,, concentrations and to identify areas potentially contributing to the 
monitored violations. This section of the guidance provides recommeildations for summarizing 
meteorological data and results in Sl!pport of approptiatc nonattainment area boundaries. One 
basic type of meteorological analysis involves assessing potential source-receptor relationships in 
the area using summaries of <Omissions, wind speed, and 1'\'ind direction data. A more sophisticated 
assessment involves modeling air parcel trajectories, 

A simpHfied meteorological assessment may inc!LLde ide11tifying the ti·equency of surface level 
wind speed and dire.ction on days with high obssrved PM4,5 concentrations and comparing this 
frequency to the frequency of wind speed and direction for other meteorological periods, years or 
seasons, for example. 

A more sophisticated meteorological assessment would employ tr!\iectory models to help 
understand complex transport situatio11s by ilhLstrating the three-dimensional paths trovekd by air 
parcels to violating monitor. '!1\e HYSPlXt (HYbrid Single·Partic!eLagrangian Integrated 
Trajectory) modeling system may be useful for some areas to produce air parcel traje.otories. 

Attachment 4 contains additional information on conducting meaningful meteorological analyses, 
including l-!YSPLIT modeling and source apportiomnetit modeling, 

4, Geography/topography 

Consideration of geography QJ' topography can provide additional i11formation relevant to defining 
nonattaimnent area boundaries. Analyses should examine the physical features of the land that 
might det1ne the airshed and, therefore, affect the formation and .distribution of PM2.5 
concentrations over an area. Mountains or other physic-al features may in!lucncc the fate and 
transpoti of emissions and PM2.s concentratiqns.Addititmal analyses may consider topographical 
features that cause local stagnation episodes via inversions. Valley.,type features can cause local 
cold-air drainage patterns and vertical temperature inversions that effectively "trap" air pollution. 
Under these conditions emissions can accumulate lcadi.ng 19 periods of elevated PM2.5 
concentrations. These air drainage pattetns and inversions may be limited in extent and therefore 
may need to be separated from regions with more conventional air flow and PM25 concentration 
pattems. Similarly, the absence of any such geographic or topographic featLtres may also be a 
relevant consideration in a given nonattainment area. 

5. Jurisdictionni boumlarl~s 

Once the geogtaphic extent of the area violating the PM2.5 standard and the nearby area 
contributing to violations is.dete.tmined, the EPA intends to consider existing jurisdictional 
boundaries for the purposes of providing a clearly deJ:lned legal boundary and carrying out the air 
quality planning and enforcement functions for nonattainment areas. Examples ofjurisdiciional 
boundaries include, but are not limited to: counties, air districts, are~1s of Indian country, 
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metropolitan planning organizations, and existing nonattainment areas, If an existing 
jurisdictional boundary is used to help define the nonattainmcntarea, it must encompass all of the 
area that has been identit1ed as meeting the nonuttainment definition. Where existing 
jtu·isdlctionul bNmdm-ies are not adequate to describe the n(IQattalmnent area, other cleal'ly 
defined and permanent landmarks or geographic coordinates should be used. 
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Synthesizing the Five Factors 

In making designations recommendations for violating areas or contributing areas, and the 
nonattainment area boundaries for such areas, the EPA recommends that states and tribes consider 
the five recommended factors together and \ISe a weight ofevidence approach for this analysis. 
As explained above, the ;truting point for evaluating the factors is the air quality analysis. Of 
particular importance is the location(s) ofthe violating monitor(s) based on 2010-2012 data and 
the characteristics of those violations. (¢,g., speciation and urban increment analyses), Once the 
characteristics of the violations arc established; one can begfn to assess which nearby emissions 
sources or source categories and source regions may have contribtlted to those viol.utions. This 
contribution evaluation should generally consider thelocation and magnitude of emissions, and 
the potential for these emissions to contribute to the ambient.conditions at the violating monitors 
as informed by the meteorological and geographical/top0graphical analysis factors. The guiding 
principle for this evaluation should be to include within the boundaries of the nonattainment area, 
any nearby areas with emissions of PM:u or PM2,s precursors (e.g., S02, NOx, VOC, and Nih) 
that have the potential l\1 be transported to the violating monitor. The tina] factor, jmisdictional 
boLmdaries, should be considered to refine the nonaitainment area boundary to ens\lre meaningful 
air quality plilllning and rcgulati<:>ti during the NAAQS hnple!nentation phase, As in prior 
designations for the 1997 ru1d 2006 PM4s NAAQS, the EPA generally believes that it is 
appropriate to use existing legal boundaries where possible, to assure effective planning and 
implementation. 

The EPA believes that the live iactor analysis described here is generally comprehensive and 
intends to use a weight of evidence approach b[1:sed 011 the.s.~ five factors in establishing the 
nonattalnmer\t boundaries for the 2012 annual PM2.s NAA QS. In some cases, however, the EPA 
recognizes that it may also be \IS(~ful to employ one ofthe additional analytical approaches 
described below to fmther evaluat<: information relevant to the factors, such as emissions data, air 
quality inf<.JJ'mation, and meteorology in an effort to better evaluate contribution .from nearby 
areas. The EPA does not expect to complete, nor do we expect states or tribes to complete the 
additional analyses in all cases. Rather, we artticipate undertaki11g this effort when the analysis 
based on the five factors would benet1t from an acld.itional. analytical method to fm1her 
qualitatively or quantitatively identify reltctive contributions from source regions to violating 
monitors. 

T'he EPA also recognizes the potential value of additional analytical methods not already 
specified in this guidance (e.g., pollutionmscs) that may be used to qualitatively describe or 
quantity the relative contribqtions from contributinG areas to violating monitors, By their natme, 
some of these supplemental methodologies may synthesize air quality, emissions, and 
meteorological data into .quantitative estimates of tbe contl'ibution0fhnn.ors:<;.ifk~reas._ThiL __ _ 

----- - -- -g(!ldancectocu•11e,1i-pro\,idc:S Iil'\1fiticiilii'arn1ati~11regfii:dii~g1i\reespecitk quantitative techniques 
that C~\n be used to assist any individual states or tribes choosing to employ one or more of these 
approaches. As noted earlier, the EPA does not require slates or tl'ibes to conduct these cmalyses 
as part of the il1itial area designations process for the 2012 annual PM2,s NAAQS, 
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The EPA has considered three such approaches in past designation e1Torts: (i) the weighted 
emissions score (WES); (ii) the contributing emissions score (CBS); and (iii) source 
apportionment modeling (SAM). The EPA has used two of these techniques, the WES and CES, 
to suppm1 previous PM2 .. 1 designations. Stntes may find them useful, with some rnodiiications, in 
preparing d~signations recommendations for th.e 201.2 PMu stand~rd. Some states us"d the third 
technique, SAM, in their boundary determin~tions lhrthe 2.008 Ozone NAAQS. The EPA docs 
not plan to provide WBS, CBS, or SAM assessme11ts for any areas as part of the initi.al area 
designations process for the 2012 annuall'M2,5 NAAQS. Like other aspects of the titctor analyses, 
these three aggregation techniques produce inf'ormatiotl that .can help to determine potential 
boundaries for the area that should be des]gnated nonattaiument for the 2012 annual PM2.s 
NAAQS in a given area. The resahs of these synthesis approaches should be considered just cme 
part of an overall assessment of the potential nonattalmnent area boundaries. The EPA also 
t·ecognizes that there are particular uncertainti¢s associat~d with inWrpreting the outputs of each 
of these methods; however, they can be. useful technitJues for comparing the re.lative contribution 
of county by county emissions ofPM precursor emlssiorts in u sitnplified way. 

States and tribes may also want to consider the: potential value ofadditional methods beyond 
those described below, such as receptor modeling techniques (e.g., .Positive Matrix Factorization 
[PMF] and Chemical Mass Balance [CMB]) and advanced statistical analyses (e.g., non
paramctr.ic regression and clusteranalyses) to better understand contributing influences to the air 
quality. Because of the El' A's limited experience applying .sttch techniques to the designations 
factor analysis, states and tribes intendihg to use such methods should consult with their EPA 
regional office regarding their usage tmd intended applications. 

In considering the synthesis approaches identified in this guidance document, it is important to 
remember that the assessment of potentialnpnattainment area boundaries is based on all of the 
information available to the Agency for all of the factors idcntitled in the EPA's guidance. The 
EPA will base its !ina! decisions on attainment and noilattainment areas on the collective 
assessment of the live thctors. 

~. Weighted Emissions Score (WES) 

'fhe WBS analysis takes the urban. increment compositi.ona.l fractions of PM1.5 determined through 
the technique described in Section Lb and c, m1d applies them to each county's fraction of total 
emissions in the urbtm area for each PM species. In this manner it attempts to evaluate the level of 
contribution of a county's emissions to a violating monitor site by weighting eacb county's 
emissions by the fi·actional component observed at the violating monitor. The basic steps arc as 
follows: 

StgJ ::?,, For each analysis area, the urban increment compositionalli·action ofPM2.5 mass is 
calculated according to the methodologies described in Section l.b and l.c above. 

Step 3. The next step involves calculating, for each pollutmll, the percentage ofanalysis area 
emissions attributable to ea.ch county (counties within and adjacent to CBSA/CSA as applicable). 
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Step 4. The county's percentage of analysis area emissions for each pollutant is then multiplied by 
the corresponding PJ\12,5 component percentage of urban increment mass. 

fu_~Sum the results for cachPM1.s species within each county to get the county WES 

The WES should be regarded simply as one tool to evaluate the relative importance of multi
pollutant emissions from one county to others in the same nonatiainment area The WES score of 
a county in one nonattainment area is !lOt a suitabLe point of comparison to the WES score of a 
county in another nortattuinment area' the WES is only a meaningful tool to evaluate the relative 
cot1tribution of counties within the same nonattainment area. The weighted emissions score 
combines air quality and emissions information, but does so ih a less rigorous way than the 
contributing emissions score described below. This analysis mqst be considered in combination 
with other air quality and emissions-related information,as well as information supporting the 
meteorology and geography factors, to support more specific conclusions.17 

b. Contributing Emissions Score (CES) 

The CBS method is intended to be a more detailed model of the actual processes that affect the 
contribution linkage between a monitored violation in a violating county and emission sources in 
a nearby potentially contributing county. The CES is a metric that takes into consideration 
emissions data, meteorological data, distance, and airquality monitoring infonnation. to provide a 
relative ranking of the contribution potential ofcounties in and near an area. Designed specitically 
lbr the 24-hom PM2.5 NAAQS, it expands on t11e methodology for calculating the WES by adding 
considerations lor episodic variations in emissions, meteorology, and emissions transport 
distances. These considerations may be relevant to designations for a 24-hour PM2•5 NAAQS, but 
are not as useful for evaluating contribution f\1r purposes of ru1 annual PM25 NAAQS for which 
monitored values on every moliitored day are part ofth(' cakuli\tions necessary to determine 
whether there is a violation of the NAAQS at a partic'ular monitor. The CBS represents the 
relative maximum influence thatcmissi.ons in that county have on a county with a violating 
monitor. While the CBS is a metric; it is also a general methodology for considering many of the 
recommended factors; 

The CES2
B for each co\mty is derived by incorporating simila.t· information used or developed for 

other analyses in the tive-factor analytical framework: 

• Major PM1.s ambient components: total carbon (organic Gat bon (OC) and elemental 
carbon (EC)), sulfate, nitrate, m1d inorganic pat1icles (crustal) . 

.. ········-·---·-J:]J.r.e_<;J!y_s;mitJe.cl I'.tvh.s.ilnd_p.r~CJlr~_Qt.Cc .. g~~SD).,_ND., V.DC~and.NHo) .. enJissions.f{n· .. .th"··· 
highest (e,g., top5 .. J 0%) PM2.s a11lbiq1t concentration days (herein called "high clays") 
within each season. 

~ 1 For more inlbrmatiun about the WES procedures See; http://www,epa.gov/pmdesignations/J997slandards/tech.htm, 
l.~ For more information on the busic CES pi·oceduJ'es.see: 
http:llww-H'. epa. gov/ttn/naaqs/pm/ docs/tsd _ r;e,(_methodology. pdf. 
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• Meteorology on high days using the NOAA BY SPLIT model for detennining trajectories 
of air masses for specified days. 

• The "urban increment" associated with a violating monitor on high days, which is the 
urban l'M1..s concentration that ·is in additi.on to a regional background PM25 
concentration, determined for each PM1. 5 component. 

• Distance l!·om each potentially contributing county to a county with a violati11g monitor. 

It should be noted that the CES guidance procedure~; listed here were designed arotind a 24-hour 
PM2. 5 standard analysis. However, calculated annual PM2.l concentrations will.be impacted by the 
trends in concentration levels throughout the year, particulatly seasonal periods and days When 
concentrations peak during the year. The CBS procedl!re can thus still be applied to assess these 
short term periods, (lr it can be moc!ifkd to apply to hroader temporal periods (e.g., the entire 
year) for the analysis of an annual PM25standard. Like the WES, the CES should be regarded as 
one tool to evaluate the relative inlportf\nce ofmulti-pollutant emissions from one county to 
others in the same nonattainment area. The CES score of a county in one non attainment area is 
not a suitable point of comparisOI\ to the CES score of a county in another nonattainment area; the 
CES is only a meaningful tool to evaluate the .relatiw contribution of counties within the smne 
nonattainment area. 

c. Source Apportionment Modeling 

Source apportionment modeling is a thitd aggregation technique which may be useful to assess 
contribution to elevated PM,,lcvels and thereby to help identify possible areas for inclusion in 
the nonattainment area because of their contribution to violations in neal'by areas with violating 
monitors. Source apportionment mode1ing can track the contribution of directly emitted PM2.5 and 
PM25 precursors (e.g., SOJ.,NO,, VOC, and NtlJ) at a receptor frotn any number of user-defined 
source regions. Emissions .are tracked with sourct: apportionnient through PM2.5 formation, 
transport, and deposition processes in the bost photochemical model (Yarwood, et al., 2007). 
Source apportionment modeling combines into a. single analysis several of the factors that the 
EPA believes arc impmtant for determining non~ttainmcnt area boundaries: emissions, 
meteorology, and geography/topography. 

If a state chooses to conduct source apportionment modeling, the .El' A recommends that at least 
one entire year be modeled to capture as many source-receptor transport patterns as possible. 
Furthe.r, we recommend that states and tribes fnllow the relevant EPA guidanc·c for photochemical 
mode.ling attainment demonstrations (USEPA, 2007) when establishing their source 

.. . -~PP'~rtj (liJm.<en!JliQ 9.eJi IJQ._j2lgtfQ \'111,. In c sla_bJisllifl!)._llie. .p.<mUili:lerUlLa..source..1pporlionnwnt- -··· ... ··-- -- . ·--····-· -··-· --· 
modeling exercise it would be expected that the violating monitors would establish the receptors 
in the analysis. The source regionsshould include any and all nearby contributing areas broken 
out into appropriate jurisdictional areas (e.g., all CBSA/CSA counties and adjacent counties 
associat(~d with the violation). When summarizin)l;the outputs from th(: source apportionment 
modeling, it is suggested that the relative contributions rhHn nearby sonrce regions be compared 
against one another. It is expected th11t the primary metric fi·om the SAM modeling would be the 
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source region's contribution to the PM25 annual mean. While it is not possible to estabLish an a 
priori threshold contribution level, a relative cmn,parison of source regions should ensure 
capturing the majority of potential contributing sources within th<~ nonattainment area. 
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ATTACHM~:NT 4 

Preparing and! Running a.IJ!YSPLIT modeling nnalysls for EvnluatingNonallaimncnt Are~ 
Bourubries for the 2012 Annual PM2.5 NAAQS Designations 

a. Wind Speed and Direction Summaries/Wind Roses 

A basic component of the meteorology factor is a simple assessment of the wind direction and 
speed for the location tmder e;<.amination, with the most frequently occurring wind direction and 
speed on days with high PM2.s concentrations behlg compared to the most frequently oc(:urr.ing 
wind direction and speed at ()thcr times, Many different combinations of monitors and data 
periods- season, single year, ail data years~ may be com,pru·ect. Some comparisons may reveal 
clear relationships between particular wind patterns lllld PM •. s coucentrati(ms, and other 
comparisons may be inconclusive. The results ofthese comparisons may inform the multi-li\ctor 
analysis in assesstnents associated with deterrnirting nonattahtrrient area boundaries. 

A basic wind assessment can be constructed from hout.ly observations of wind direction and 
speed. Hourly observations for I11lll1Y National Weather Service locations are available ti·om the 
National Climate Data Center?9 Additionally, some air quality monitoring sites have collocated 
meteorological sampling stations, and wind observations at these sites that may be available via 
AQS. (Some wind data may not bereported bourly.)In many cases, there are fcw<:r wind 
observati()n sites than there are air quality monitors in an area30 

IIourly wind data may be summarized in a basic histogram or any other disphty of fh:quen~y 
distribution for direction and speed. Itis not appl'oj>riate to arithmetically average wind directions 
to obtain a mean wind direction asrepresentative of a general wind direction. The mode, not the 
mean, of wind d·irections is an appropriate statistic. 

A common illustration of frequency of wind direction and speed is a wind rose, Most wind rose 
tools convert a table of hourly wind speeds <llld directions into a frequenc.y distribution for spc)ed 
and direction, which can be illustrated in table form or in the graphic known us a wind rose. The 
EPA does not recommend a specific tool for producing wind roses, and there are many such tools 
available. However, as with any tool used in these assessments, the results should be 
reproducible. The underlying data used to populate a wind rose should be made available along 
with tmy analysis that relies upon the results of the wind rose. Long-term (annual or longer) wind 
speed and direction in t11e vicinity of the violating monitor(s) can be informative, especially in the 
case of standards of the annual average form. However, more detailed analyses will usually be 

.. __ __l'!,'q~i!_l:)_~ ~() .."_0 m E_l:_te__tlle_:fl i_:tl)re()f me_teoro I o g;x' !l__ef!~c~ OJ1 ~he P M_2 s .~.<'!1 c_~ ntntt_i ()'\:;_ ~n ~~e flr()l1· 

29 fip. nvdc. noaa.go.v/pub!datalnoaa ·or 
http:llgi:\·, ned c. noaa. gov!maplviewerl#app '"'" cdo&c.!fi""'cdOS::I heme..,;houi·ly& layers= J &node'"' gM Quality. assurance of 
the National Vleather Service datn is described here: hflpJ!wwwl.nc:dc.no(ra.gowjmb!daralinventorieslish-qc.pd/ 
.:w Quality asSLll'ance of the collocated mcteoro!og_ical datu ls- dCsc:dbed iiere: 
http://www. epa. go via irltt ibaflpd.f\/EP A %20QA %2 ON andbouk%20 II olume%2 0 Yersion f. 0%20 J .l. 01. (}(;_pdf 
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b. FIYSJ>UT Trajectory Modeling 

Atmospheric trajectory models use meteorological data and mathematical equations to simulate 
three-dimensional transport in the atmosphere. Generally, the position of particles or parcels of air 
with time arc calculated based on meteorological data .such as wind speed and direction, 
temperature, humidity, and pressure. Model results depend on the spatial and temporal resolution 
of the. atmospheric data used, and also on the complexity ofthe model itself The 
HYSPLIT (HYbrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory) model31 is frequently used 
to produce trajectories for assessments associated with determining nonattainment area 
boundaries. HYSPLIT contains models for trajecto1y; dispersion, and deposition, however, 
analyses here only use the tr.Uectory component. The trajectory model, which uses existing 
meteorological forecastflelds Ji·on1 regional or global models to compute advection (i.e., the rate 
(lf change of an atmospheric property caused by the horizontal mowment of air) and stability, is 
designed to support a wide range ofsimulations related to the atmospheric transport of pollutants. 

HYSPLIT tmjectories may be p;odtlc~d for various combinations of time and locations, and those 
trajectories can be compMed in manners similar to wind rose comparisons. When HYSPLIT 
trajectories are produced for &']Jecific monitorlocations fw days of high PM2.5 com;entrations, the 
results illustrate the potential source region for the air pared that affected the monitor on the day 
of the high concentration. 

While HYSPLJT is a useful tool for identifying meteorological patterns associated with 
exceedance events, HYSPLIT trajectories alone do notconclusively indicate contribution to 
measured high concentrations of PM2.s· Therefore, they cannot be used in isolation to determine 
inclusion or exclusion ofM area within a nonattail111lent boundary. While a HYSPLIT trajectory 
analysis alone cannot yield a conclusion that a partlcu Jar region contributes to PM2.s 
concentrations, it may be conceivable that a set pf HYSPLIT trajectories that show no Wind l1ow 
from a partic\dauegion on any day with high PMuconcentration measurements might support 
discounting that region as contl'ibuting to l'M2.5 concentrations. FlY SPLIT trajectories are very 
useful in combination with information 011 the mban increment ofPM2.s, the typical species of 
PMu from local sources, and the magnitude ar1d location ofthesc emissions so\u·ccs. 

c. Interpreting HYSPUT Results 

A HYSPLIT backward trajc;ctory, the most common 1taj ectory used in assessments associated 
with determining nonattaimnent area boundaries, is us(Jally depleted 0r1 a standard map as a single 
line extending in two dimensional (x,y) space from a slatting point, regressing backward in time 
as the line extends fi·om the starting point. An individual tr.Uectory can have only one starting 
height; HYSPL!T can plot trajectories of differcntstarting heights at the same latitude/longitude 
starting point on the same~rnl\p, ~aut01)1a~~l!I11.l1~irrg_c'ljJfc.r;et1t.SQ.lQ.rs.Jkthe di!Iex~n.Lstm:tittg~------~ ·----~- ___ _ 
TieTghf.<l.-lTYSI'[fT\.viJralso include a vertical plot of the trajectories in time, with colors 
corresponding to the same tr~jectory in the (x,y) plot. This display can be easily misinterpreted as 
having finer accm·acy than the underlying model and data. 

;'\I http://rc.ady, arl.noaa.gov!HYSPLJt:p~p 
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It is important to observe the overali size of the plot, its width and !engthin.kilometers, and 
consider the size of an individual grid cell in the input meteorological data set. These input grid 
ce::lls are usually 40 km in width and length, so the total area of a trajectory plot may sometimes 
represent only a few meteorological grid cells. It is <J.Iso Hnportant to understand the trajectory line 
itself. The line thickness is predetermined as a user option, so it does not imply coverage other 
than to represent the centerline of an air parcel's motion calculated to arrive at the starting 
location at the starting time, Uncertainties are clearly presentln these results, and these 
uncerttlinties can be thought to. be a range on either side ofihe center line in which the air parcel 
may he found. Further back in time along the trajectory path, that range may be assumed to 
increase, In other words, one should avoid concluding a region is not along a trajectory's path if 
that tr'\iectory missed the region by a relatively small distance. As mentioned in the beginning of 
this section .. the same cautions that apply to interpretation of wind roses apply to interpretation of 
HYSPLIT trajectories. 

Detailed information for downloading, installing, and operating HYSPLIT .can be found at these 
websitcs: 
http://ready. arl.noaa. gov!HYSP L IT.php 
http .:llwww. art. noaa, gov!docum enlslreportslhysplit__ user_gui£le.j><lf 
http://www. arl. noaa,govldocu ments/reports!arl-2 2 4.pr:if 

HYSP.LIT's many setup options allow great flexibility and versatility. However, careful selection 
and recording of these options is necessary to provide l'eviewers the ability to reproduce the 
model results. The following paragraphs describe the options that should be recorded, at a 
minimum, to reproduce a HYSPLIT model run. 

Model Version. ff the HYSPLIT trajectory is produced via the NOAA Air Resources Laboratory 
(ARL) website (hltp:l/l'eady,arl.noaa.govlHYSPL!T)rafphp), note the "Modified:" date in the 
lower-left corner of the webpage, as well as the date the trajectory was produced. If the tnVectory 
is produced using a stand-alone version ofHYSPLlT, note the release date, which will be 
displayed after exiting the main GUI screen. 

Basic Trajectory ll1lformation. Note the stctrting time (YY .MM DD HR), tho dw·ation of' the 
trajectory in hams, and whether the trajectory is backward orfi>rward Note the latitude and 
longitude, as well as the starting height, for each starting location, Starting height is given by 
deJ\lult in meters <~bove ground level (AGL) unless another option is selected. Starting heights arc 
typically no less than 100 meters AOL to avoid direct interference of terrain, and are typically no 
greater than 1500 meters AGL to co11fine the air parcel within the mixed .layer, Some trajectories 
can escape tho mixed layer, and this result would be considen:d in the interpretation. 
Starting height and starting location will idetttil)' the three-dimensional location of the trajectory's 
I ates t end P()ilrti~t\i\Tl_l!ii'_a_~a~~\V1\r_dtl'(tLect9ry. is,:ei_ec!e_tl_(i,e: ~1:~ Sl(Lr!_c> f it tE~Jectorz g()in !L. ~~ ~

- --~ ---bi•ckwiu:clln time), 

Input Meteorological Data Set Note the input merearological data set used in the HYSPLJT 
mode.lnm. The original file 1utme provides sufl.icient information to identify the data sot 
Mete oro .logical data Jle1ds to run the model are already available for access through the IIYSPUT 
menu system, or by direct IT!' tl'om ARL The ARL web server contains several meteorological 
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model datu sets already converted into a HYSPL!Tcompatible format in the public directories. 
Direct access via FTP to these data files is built into HYSPLIT's graphical user intert:1ce. The 
data files are automatically updated on the server wit)l each new forecast cycle. Only an email 
address is reguired for the password to access the server. '!be ARL analysis data archive consists 
of output from the Global Data Analysis Sy$terll (ODAS)and the NAMDataAnalysis System 
(NDAS- previously called EDAS) covering much of North America. Both data archives are 
available from 1997 in semi·monthly file$ (SM). The EDAS was saved at 80 kmresolution every 
3-h through 2003, and then at 40 km resolution starting in2004. 
Detailed infom1ation on all meteorological data available for use in HYSPL!T can be found in the 
H YSPIJT4 U sets Guide (hllp:llwww. art. noaa.gov!docuntents!reports!hysplit,_u.w·,,gufde.pr:ff). 

Vertic;~! Motion Options. HYSPLIT can employ one of 5 different methods for computing 
vertical motion. A sixth method is to acceptthe vertical rnotion values c.ontained within the input 
meteorological data set, eflectivety.using the vertical motion method used by the meteorological 
model that created tl1<\ data set .. Note which method was selected as well us the value chosen for 
the top o,(the model, in meters AGL 

Trajectory Display Options. The HYSPLI'f' trajectory model generates a text output tile of end
point positions. The cnd"'pointposltion .fik is processed by another HYSPL!T module to produce 
a Postscript display file or output files in other display fonnats. 8()!Jlc parameters, such as map 
ptojection and size, can be automatically computed based on the location and length of the 
trajectory, or they can be manually set by the user. While these display options do not directly 
affect the trajectory information itself, noting these options will eliminate possible 
misinterpretation of identical trajectories because of differing display options. An important 
display option is the choice of vertical coordinate, usually set to meters AGL for these 
assessments, 
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